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The EPA’s Clean Power Plan sets state-level 2030 goals for
CO2 emission rate reductions that vary substantially across states.
States can choose the regulatory mechanism they use and whether
or not to join with other states in implementing their goals. We
analyze incentives to adopt inefficient rate standards versus efficient CAT standards with theory and simulation. We show conditions where adoption of inefficient rate standards is a dominant
strategy from both consumers’ and generators’ perspectives. Numerical simulations of the western electricity system highlight incentives for uncoordinated policies that lower welfare and increase
emissions relative to coordination.
Within the United States, state-by-state variation in regulatory approaches has been more of
the norm than an exception. Within the utility industries, individual state regulatory commissions
have used substantially different variations on the rate-of-return regulatory framework, for example,
while some states have chosen to rely on wholesale power markets instead of vertically integrated
utilities. In the environmental realm, the Federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
often deferred to state or local air quality regulators to develop specific implementation plans to
achieve the EPA’s environmental mandates. The Clean Air Act, one of the dominant environmental
regulatory instruments, requires the EPA to leave regulatory decisions up to individual states.
In electricity markets, the regulatory actions of states, or even local communities, often affect the
market outcomes in surrounding areas because electricity flows throughout regional networks. In
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the climate change policy arena, California and states in the northeastern U.S. have faced this issue
with their unilateral adoption of cap-and-trade programs limiting carbon emissions from in-state
sources. In both instances, there have been concerns that such actions could spur “leakage” of both
emissions and of beneficial economic activity to the neighboring uncapped regions; specifically,
while emissions may decrease within the regulatory jurisdictions, emissions may increase elsewhere
as output increases from unregulated power plants.1
A more subtle form of economic spillovers can arise when individual states respond to regulatory
requirements with different instruments. The choice of instrument affects each power plant’s opportunity cost of selling electricity. Therefore, certain policies may provide a competitive advantage
to power plants within a particular state, and this advantage will depend on the policies adopted
in other states. In the face of these incentives, it is not clear the equilibrium outcome will yield the
efficient mix of policies.
Recent actions by the EPA to address greenhouse gas emissions create a similar dynamic. In
this case however, the stakes are much higher than the examples above. The EPA’s “Clean Power
Plan” (CPP) proposes major reductions in carbon emissions from electricity generators in the
United States. Focusing on the electricity sector, the CPP uses existing provisions of the Clean
Air Act Amendments to regulate a substantial share of carbon emissions. Due in part to inaction at the federal level, recent US climate policy has been driven almost exclusively by state
and regional initiatives. This has raised concerns over inefficiencies from uncoordinated policies
(Bushnell, Peterman and Wolfram (2008)). A national framework holds the potential to decrease
inefficiencies created by the patchwork of state and regional policies and could improve US standing
in international climate negotiations (Newell, Pizer and Raimi (2012), Stavins (2008)).
We analyze the potential effects of the CPP in terms of electricity market outcomes and state
adoption incentives using a general theoretical model and numerical simulation. The CPP establishes state-level targets for carbon emissions rates in lbs of carbon dioxide per megawatt hour of
electricity generated (lbs per MWh). States can adopt the default rate standard or can instead
adopt an equivalent “mass-based” regulation i.e., a carbon cap and trade system (CAT). Further,
states can form coalitions by adopting either a single mass or rate standard, or by trading “emissions rate credits” across states. The effects on consumers and producers within a state depend on
both the type of regulation adopted by each state and regulations adopted by its electricity trading
partners. Furthermore, the states’ private incentives may be at odds with those of a national social
1 See
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planner.
We have five main results. First, we show industry supply, i.e., the “merit order,” can be efficient
under CAT regulation, rate-based regulation, or mixed regulation. However, supply efficiency
requires stringent conditions for rate-based regulation or for mixed regulation. Moreover, supply
efficiency is necessary but not sufficient for efficiency. Echoing earlier results in the literature, e.g.,
Helfand (1991), Holland, Hughes and Knittel (2009), we show that in general only CAT can be
efficient.
Second, we illustrate important differences in the incentives of a unified coalition of states versus
the incentives of a single state or of various stakeholders. For the coalition of states, adoption of
CAT is best from an efficiency perspective. However, for an individual state or for stakeholders the
incentives are more nuanced and may result in an inefficient policy as a dominant strategy or may
lead to a failure to coordinate.
Third, we explore our theoretical predictions using a simulation model of the western interconnection of the U.S. electricity grid. Relative to business as usual, we find that a west-wide CAT
regulation implementing the Clean Power Plan increases social welfare by $2 billion; decreases carbon emissions by 74 million metric tons (MMT), about 22%; and has reasonable marginal abatement
costs of $21 per metric ton (MT). Failure to coordinate policies results in a merit order which can be
“scrambled” quite dramatically and in substantial deadweight loss. State-by-state CAT standards
reduce social welfare by approximately $200 million relative to a west-wide CAT. The inefficiency
is even worse under state-by-state rate standards. Mixed regulation creates the possibility of additional scrambling of the merit order as well as of emissions leakage, thereby introducing additional
inefficiencies.
Fourth, we analyze the interactions of the incentives of stakeholders. From a private surplus
perspective, the strategic interaction between regions would result in adoption of a coastal rate
standard and an inland CAT, i.e., Rate/CAT is the “Nash equilibrium.” However, from a consumer surplus perspective, the Nash equilibrium would be CAT/Rate, and from a producer surplus
perspective the Nash equilibrium would be CAT/CAT or Rate/Rate. Overall, we find there is a
strong incentive to have different regulatory mechanisms.
Finally, we analyze how the design of CAT regulations affects entry incentives under the CPP.
New generation may or may not be included in emissions caps for states that adopt CAT regulations.
This creates the potential for emissions leakage via investment in new fossil generation outside of
the cap.
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This work contributes to several literatures. Our findings echo concerns in the literature on
environmental and economic spillovers from local climate policies over the limitations of local
regulations. First, environmental targets can be undermined if production is able to shift away from
the jurisdictional reach of the regulator through either leakage or reshuffling of production sources.2
Second, local regulatory programs are unlikely to lead to the efficient allocation of abatement across
regions as marginal abatement costs will not equalize. Third, regulatory action in one area may put
firms in that region at a competitive disadvantage relative to firms in unregulated regions. These
concerns have been a challenge for regional climate initiatives in the US. More generally, concerns
over leakage have been a challenge for international climate agreements. In the crafting of European
CO2 market, as well as the now defunct Waxman-Markey bill that would have established a national
cap in the United States, much attention has been paid to the “competitiveness” question, which
is fundamentally related to how vulnerable domestic producers are to leakage from imports.
Our theoretical model is most closely related to Fischer (2003). Fischer analyzes carbon trading between CAT and rate standards and finds trading raises emissions. We extend this work by
analyzing two components necessary for understanding the CPP. First, we explicitly model trading in the product market, electricity, that crucially affects the interactions of the states’ policy
choices. Second, we analyze states’ adoption incentives for CAT and rate standards. Burtraw, et
al. (Burtraw et al., 2015) also simulate electricity system outcomes under the CPP. They show the
choice of allocation policy can mitigate some of the perverse effects of inconsistent state regulatory
choices. However, as we show here, states may not find it in their interest to mitigate those effects.
Finally, our work also contributes to the literature on rate-based environmental regulation.3
Section I discusses the Clean Power Plan in more detail and provides policy background. Section II develops the theoretical model and derives the theoretical results. Section III presents the
simulation model and Section IV describes the results. Section V concludes.
I.

The Clean Power Plan: GHG Regulation under the Clean Air Act

Since the landmark 2007 decision by the U.S. Supreme Court in Massachusetts v. EPA, the EPA
has taken several steps to limit GHG emissions under the Clean Air Act (CAA). A significant
milestone occurred on August 3, 2015 when the Obama administration released the Clean Power
Plan (CPP) regulating GHG emissions from existing power plants. Rather than following the usual
permitting process, the CPP instead uses provisions in Section 111 of the CAA. Section 111 provides
2 See
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a flexible framework for regulation, but also imposes constraints on the types of policies that may
be implemented under the CPP. Regulation under Section 111 requires that the EPA establish
“standards of performance” which are defined as “a standard for emissions of air pollutants which
reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the application of the best system of
emission reduction.” The text also requires state-level implementation of the standards.
The CPP implements Section 111 by establishing national and state standards for power plant
CO2 emissions. The final rules allow states to choose from several different types of standards.
The first type sets separate national rates (in lbs CO2 per MWh) for fossil steam and natural gas
combined cycle generation based on the “best system of emissions reductions.”4 To estimate the
best system of emissions reductions, the Clean Power Plan uses three “building blocks” each of
which contributes to emissions reductions.5 The first building block focuses on emissions reduction
from fossil steam generation through heat rate (efficiency) improvements. The second building block
focuses on shifting generation from relatively dirty coal-fired plants to relatively cleaner gas-fired
plants. The third building block requires increased generation from low emissions or zero-emissions
generation (e.g., nuclear and renewables). To set the national rates, the EPA calculates rates
separately for the Eastern and Western regional electricity interconnects as well as for the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). The national rates for each technology are the highest of
the three calculated regional rates, i.e. the most lenient.
The second type of standard converts the national rates for fossil steam and natural gas combined cycle generation into state-specific “blended” rates. The blended rates are calculated as
the generation weighted-average of the national rate targets based on each state’s 2012 generation
(MWh) from fossil steam and natural gas combined cycle units. Alternatively, the third type of
standard specifies state-specific mass-based goals. In this case, each state’s mass based target is
calculated by multiplying the state’s rate-based target by the sum of 2012 generation and double
the projected growth in renewable generation. In addition to these three main types of standards,
the CPP also specifies alternate mass-based targets that provide an incentive for states to include
new fossil generation under their caps. The EPA allows for extra emissions, called “new source
complements” in those states. The average state-level increase allowed is about 2.4%.
States choosing mass-based regulation also have the option of adopting a “state-measures” ap4 Fossil steam includes coal, oil and natural gas steam generation units. Covered units at those capable of selling at least 25
MW of electricity to a utility power distribution system.
5 The initial CPP proposal included a fourth building block for energy efficiency. While energy efficiency measures are not
used to calculate the rate standards in the final rule, coverered generators can still use energy efficiency programs to generate
emission rate credits and can use to credits to meet CPP targets.
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proach where states can implement alternate regulations, and not federal CPP rules, so long as
the emissions reductions under the state rules are greater than the federal requirements. Statemeasures could include existing market-based policies, such as California’s cap and trade law or
the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative in the northeast. Alternatively, these rules could take the
form of more prescriptive renewable energy or energy efficiency policies. Finally, to provide additional compliance flexibility, the CPP also allows for the creation and trading of “emission rate
credits.” A regulated generator earns emission rate credits when emissions reductions exceed the
rate standard.6 Emission rate credits are also earned from increased generation using zero carbon
sources or through energy efficiency measures that reduce total load.
The interim (2022-2029) national rate-based goals are 1,671 lb/MWh and 877 lb/MWH for fossil
steam and natural gas combined cycle generation, respectively. The final goals are 1,305 lb/MWh
and 771 lb/MWh for fossil steam and natural gas combined cycle generation. State rate-based
final goals vary from a 0% reduction in the emissions rates for Connecticut, Idaho and Vermont to
more than a 38% reduction in the emissions rate for Montana. Figure E1 shows the emissions rate
reductions states must achieve, on average, over the period from 2022 to 2029.
Based on one of the standards above, the individual states must adopt compliance plans, either
alone or as part of a coalition of states. The CPP neither compels states to adopt a CAT nor
compels states to follow a regional approach. This flexibility could allow states to tailor their
regulations to better fit their unique circumstances. Alternatively, the flexibility could lead states
to adopt inefficient regulations which benefit some stakeholders at the expense of others and lead
to significant impacts in other states.
Our analysis below focuses on the two main compliance paths, rate-based standards and massbased standards. While the state-measures approach does allow for alternate prescriptive policies,
we assume most states will adopt one of the market-based policies. Because prescriptive policies
could take many forms, this assumption simplifies our analysis considerably. To the extent prescriptive policies change the implicit or explicit costs of clean and carbon-intensive generation, our
analysis captures many of the forces at work in less market-oriented policies. Further, since prescriptive policies are likely less-efficient than the market-based policies we study here, our results
represent an upper-bound on welfare gains under the CPP.

6 Using
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σs −βi
σs

II.

The model

Consider a model of electricity generation and consumption in multiple states (regions). Let s
index the states. Since electricity cannot be economically stored, prices vary across time if demand
varies. Let t index hours and assume electricity flows freely across the states so that the electricity
price in hour t is pt and is common across all the states.7 Total demand at time t is given by Dt (pt )
and (net) consumer surplus by CS.8,9
Supply in the model comes from a variety of generating units each with a constant marginal
cost of generation and a limited capacity. Since the generating units may be regulated differently
across states, we differentiate generating units by their location. Let i index the technologies (e.g.,
coal-fired, combustion turbine, etc.) and s index the states. Assume ci is the marginal cost of
generating from technology i; q̄si is the installed capacity in state s of technology i; and βi is the
carbon emissions rate of technology i.
Under a market-based carbon regulation, costs also include carbon costs. Let τ be the social
cost of carbon, and let r ∈ {BAU, CAT, RS} index the carbon regulations: “business as usual,”
“cap-and-trade,” and “rate standards.”10,11
r , as the sum of the marginal generation cost plus generators’
Define the full marginal cost, F M Csi

(private) carbon cost, i.e. the cost of carbon permits.12 Below we define the full marginal cost for
CAT and rate standards. In the absence of carbon regulation, i.e.., in BAU , private carbon costs
BAU = c . We also define the full marginal social cost as the marginal generation
are zero and F M Csi
i

plus social carbon costs, i.e., ci + βi τ .13 Welfare, W r , under regulation r is defined as the gross
consumer surplus less full social costs, or, equivalently, the sum of net consumer surplus, generator
profit, and any carbon market revenue minus carbon damages.
The supply from each technology is determined by comparing the electricity price with the full
marginal cost. Generators supply at capacity if the electricity price exceeds their full marginal cost,
7 In the simulations, we extend the model to include transmission constraints. Other transmission costs, such as system
costs and losses, are assumed to not vary by regulatory scenario.
8 CS is found by integrating under the demand curve and above the price and summing over t. To analyze the distribution
of consumer surplus, CSs , across the states, we assume that each state’s share of demand is a constant fraction of total demand.
We do not account for programmatic investments that would shift the demand curve.
9 Our definition of consumer surplus is surplus in wholesale markets. Implicitly we assume that wholesale prices are (eventually) passed through to end consumers. Modeling the intricacies of regulated retail rates, e.g., increasing block rates, two-part
tariffs, etc. is beyond the scope of this paper. (See Borenstein and Holland (2005) and Borenstein (2012)).
10 The CPP defines “rate-based standards” and “mass-based standards”. We simply refer to “rate standards” and “CAT”
throughout.
11 Below we define additional regulatory environments, e.g., CAT x refers to a state with a CAT when other states may have
rate standards.
12 We use “private” carbon costs to denote the portion of generators’ compliance costs from carbon permit purchases. This
is to distinguish these costs from “social carbon costs,” i.e. externalities from carbon emissions.
13 The full marginal social cost does not depend on the state or the carbon regulation.
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supply nothing if the price is below their full marginal cost, and supply any amount up to capacity
if the price equals their full marginal cost.
The market supply is determined by aggregating the supply from each generation technology.
The resulting market supply is a non-decreasing step function which orders the technologies by
their full marginal cost. The order of the technologies along the supply curve determines the order
in which generation units would be called into service as demand increases and is called the merit
order.
The equilibrium electricity price in hour t is found from the intersection of hour t demand and
market supply. Specifically, under carbon regulation r, the price in hour t is given by:

(1)

prt = min{p : Dt (p) ≤

XX
s

r
Φ(F M Csi
≤ p)q̄si },

i

where Φ is an indicator function which takes the value one if the argument is true and zero otherwise.
r ≤ p) is one if F M C r ≤ p, i.e., if technology i is willing to supply at price p and is
Thus Φ(F M Csi
si

zero otherwise. The set defined in Eq. 1 is the set of prices for which there is excess supply. The
minimum of this set will either be a price at which demand exactly equals market supply when all
inframarginal generators supply at capacity (i.e., on a vertical portion of the supply curve) or will
be a price at which any smaller price would have excess demand (i.e., on a horizontal portion of
the supply curve).
Based on these equilibrium prices, we can now characterize the equilibrium generation and profits
r is equilibrium generation in state s from technology i in hour t under reguof each technology. If qsit
P r
r ≡
r
r
lation r, then profits are defined as πsi
t (pt −F M Csi )qsit for technology i in state s under carbon
P P P
r .
regulation r.14 Finally, we define equilibrium carbon emissions as Carbonr = s i t βi qsit

A.

Cap-and-trade (CAT) regulation

We now turn to equilibrium under a cap-and-trade (CAT) regulation limiting total carbon emissions. Let Es be allowable emissions in state s and pcs be the price of tradeable certificates for one
unit of carbon emissions in state s. It is well known that such a cap-and-trade program raises costs
of generators in proportion to their carbon emissions, and thus the full marginal cost of technology
CAT = c + β p in state s.
i is F M Csi
i
i cs
14 The equilibrium supply has three cases. If price is above marginal cost, then generation is at capacity. If price is below
marginal cost, then generation is zero. If price is equal to marginal cost, we assume that each generator supplies the same
r
fraction of their capacity αrsit , where 0 < αR
sit < 1. With a carbon policy αsit may need to be redefined such that the carbon
market clears.
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These full marginal costs are illustrated in panel (a) of Fig. 1. The figure shows the marginal costs
of four technologies: nuclear (cN ), coal (cC ), gas (cG ), and oil (cO ). As illustrated, the unregulated
merit order would be first nuclear, then coal, gas, and finally oil because cN < cC < cG < cO . If
the emissions rates are such that βO > βC > βG > βN = 0, the carbon regulation increases the full
marginal costs of coal-fired generation more than of gas-fired generation due to coal’s higher carbon
emissions. Thus as illustrated the CAT regulation switches the merit order of coal- and gas-fired
generation. Market supply would be found from Fig. 1 by re-ordering the technologies according
to their full marginal costs.
If all states adopt CAT regulations, the equilibrium electricity price in hour t is characterP CAT
CAT ≡
ized by Eq. 1 with this full marginal cost. Generator profits are given by πsi
−
t (pt
P
CAT )q CAT =
CAT − c − β p )q CAT . Thus generator profits do not include carbon marF M Csi
i
i cs sit
sit
t (pt
ket revenue, e.g., permits are auctioned not grandfathered, and welfare calculations must account
for the carbon market revenue separately.
To complete the characterization of the CAT equilibrium, we describe equilibrium in the market
for carbon certificates. Since the supply of permits is fixed at Es , demand equals supply in state
P P
CAT = E . Note that a higher carbon price p
s when i t βi qsit
s
cs decreases carbon emissions, so
there exists a carbon price which clears the carbon market.
The above characterization of the market equilibrium under CAT assumes each state has its own
independent regulation. The model is readily extended to allow carbon trading between states. If
two states allow carbon trading, then the price of carbon certificates is equal across both states,
and the carbon market equilibrium is characterized by emissions equal to the aggregate cap. It is
well known that allowing trading across cap-and-trade programs reduces the cost of achieving the
aggregate emissions target. Furthermore, the equilibrium is invariant to the distribution of the cap
across the states, i.e., only the aggregate cap is relevant.

B.

Rate standard regulation

Next we characterize equilibrium under a rate standard. A rate standard limits the aggregate
carbon emissions per MWh of electricity and can be tradeable (see Holland, Hughes and Knittel
(2009)). Let σs be allowed emissions per MWh in state s. Any technology whose emissions rate, βi ,
exceeds the standard would be required to purchase certificates per MWh based on the amount by
which its emissions rate exceeds the standard. Conversely, any technology whose emissions rate is
below the standard could sell certificates based on the difference between their emissions rate and
9

the standard. Let pcs be the price of tradeable certificates for one unit of carbon emissions. Thus
the rate standard changes the full marginal cost of generators based on whether they are buying or
selling permits. In particular, the rate standard changes the full marginal cost of technology i in
state s from ci to ci + (βi − σs )pcs . Note that full marginal costs may be higher or lower than BAU
depending on whether βi − σs is positive or negative, i.e., depending on whether a technology buys
or sells certificates.
These full marginal costs are illustrated in panel (b) of Fig. 1 for the four technologies. As
illustrated, the rate standard reduces the full marginal costs of (i.e., subsidizes) nuclear- and gasfired generation, but increases the full marginal costs of coal- and oil-fired generation. As with
the CAT, the merit order under rate standards as illustrated switches gas and coal, i.e., gas-fired
generation is used before coal-fired generation as demand increases.
If all states adopt rate standards, the equilibrium electricity price in hour t is characterized by
P RS
P RS
RS ≡
RS )q RS =
− ci −
Eq. 1 with these full marginal costs. Profits are πsi
− F M Csi
sit
t (pt
t (pt
RS . As above we assume that generators are not given permits. However generators
(βi − σs )pcs )qsit

with relatively cleaner technologies, for which βi < σs , create permits by generating electricity. In
this case, the term −(βi − σs ) is positive and captures the revenue which would arise from selling
carbon credits. Thus the profits capture all revenue streams and there is no carbon market revenue
to be accounted for separately.
To complete the characterization of the equilibrium, we describe the market for carbon certificates. The demand for carbon certificates is determined by the amount each technology exceeds
the standard and by how much electricity is generated from each technology. For example, demand
P
RS
for certificates in state s from technology i is
t (βi − σs )qsit if βi > σs . Similarly, supply in
P
RS if β < σ . Because demand less supply equals zero in
state s from technology i is t (σs − βi )qsit
i
s
P P
RS = 0. Note that
equilibrium, the carbon market equilibrium is characterized by i t (βi − σs )qsit
a higher carbon price pcs decreases demand and increases supply for carbon certificates, so there
exists a carbon price which clears the carbon market. Note also that the equilibrium condition can
be written to show that the aggregate carbon emissions rate exactly equals the rate standard in
equilibrium.
The model can be readily extended to analyze two states who combine their rate standards
through carbon trading. Suppose the states s and s0 allow carbon certificates to be freely traded
between the states. Then the prices of the certificates are equal, i.e., pcs = pcs0 , and the equilibrium
condition is that demand across both states equals supply across both states. Setting demand
10

P P
minus supply equal to zero, we can characterize the carbon market equilibrium by i t (βi −
P P
RS +
RS
σs )qsit
i
t (βi − σs0 )qs0 it = 0. This equilibrium condition can be written to show that the
aggregate carbon emissions rate equals a weighted average of the allowed emissions rates across the
states where the weights depend on generation.
In addition to trading carbon, which equates the carbon prices, states may also wish to harmonize
their rate standards, i.e., to set σs = σs0 . Note that if states do not harmonize their rate standards,
then the full marginal costs of identical generators can be different across states even if carbon
prices are the same. In order to avoid this additional inefficiency, states would need to harmonize
their rate standards as well as to allow carbon trading.
Combining rate standards across states does not have the efficiency justification of combining
CAT regulations. Combining CATs across states allows the same aggregate emissions target to be
attained at lower cost. Combining rate standards across states does reduce costs, but it also means
that the emissions target changes: both the aggregate emissions and the aggregate emissions rate
are changed by combining rate standards in two states.

C.

Mixed CATs and rate regulation

Finally, we consider the case of mixed regulation in which some states adopt CATs and other
states adopt rate standards. Under the Clean Power Plan proposals, states can choose what type
of regulation to adopt and a mixture of CATs and rate standards could result. The model is readily
extended to mixed regulation. In particular, the equilibrium electricity price is found from the set
defined in Eq. 1 where the full marginal costs are ci + βi pcs in a CAT state and ci + (βi − σs )pcs
in a rate standard state.
In theory, states could allow carbon trading across CATs and rate standards.15 Generating one
MWh from any relatively clean plant under a rate standard creates σs − βi permits, which are
simply tons of carbon. These permits can then be purchased by relatively dirty generators under a
rate standard or any generator under a CAT. If state s has a CAT and state s0 has a rate standard,
trading equates the price of carbon in each state, i.e., sets pcs = pcs0 . Setting the difference between
aggregate certificate demand and supply equal to zero implies that the equilibrium certificate price
P P
P P
RS − E +
RS
is characterized by i t βi qsit
s
i
t (βi − σs0 )qs0 it = 0. This condition does not have a
clear interpretation either as a cap or a emissions rate constraint.
15 The Clean Power Plan does not encourage trading across regimes and none of our simulations model carbon trading across
regimes.
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D.

Theoretical results

We next compare the outcomes and adoption incentives under certain conditions for the general
model. The proofs of all the results are in the appendix. Section III then quantifies the effects and
makes additional comparisons with a simulation model in the context of the emissions reductions
required under the CPP.
We first compare the merit orders under the different regulations. We define efficient supply
as the merit order which minimizes full social costs for any given level of generation. Note that
efficient supply may not result in efficiency if the level of generation is inefficient. Our first result
describes conditions for efficient supply under the different regulations. We then address efficiency
in a corollary.
RESULT 1: Efficient Supply: The merit order is efficient (full social costs are minimized):
(i): if all states adopt CATs and pcs is sufficiently close to τ for all s;
(ii): if all states adopt rate standards, pcs is sufficiently close to τ for all s, and σs is sufficiently
close to σ for all s; or
(iii): if there is mixed regulation, pcs is sufficiently close to τ for all s, σs is sufficiently close to
σ for all s, and |ci + βi τ − cj − βj τ | > στ for all i and j.
This result shows sufficient conditions for the efficiency of supply. Importantly, the sufficient
conditions become increasingly stringent across the regulations.
For CATs, supply is efficient if the carbon price equals (or is close to) the social cost of carbon.
Intuitively, the CAT can implement Pigouvian pricing if the cap is sufficiently stringent, but not
too stringent.
For rate standards, supply can also be efficient. For a given carbon price, the CAT and rate
standard induce the same merit order since ci + (βi − σs )pcs < ci0 + (βi0 − σs )pcs if and only if
ci + βi pcs < ci0 + βi0 pcs Intuitively, the rate standard can induce the correct relative prices across
the technologies because it simply shifts the full marginal costs down by a constant. However,
supply efficiency for a rate standard requires that carbon prices equal the social cost of carbon and
that the rate standards be equal across states. Note that these sufficient conditions will not be
ensured by carbon trading alone but would also require explicit harmonization of the rate standards
across states. Thus the sufficient conditions are more strict for rate standards than for CAT.
Surprisingly, Result 1 (iii) shows that mixed regulation can also attain the efficient supply but
only under more stringent conditions. This result is illustrated in panel (c) of Fig. 1 for four
12

technologies where some of each technology is subject to a CAT and some is subject to a rate
standard of σ and the carbon price is τ . Note that within each technology, the implicit subsidy of
the rate standard lowers the full marginal cost by στ , so the rate-standard technology is dispatched
first, e.g., gas under the rate standard is dispatched before gas under the CAT. As illustrated, the
merit order is efficient, because all the gas-fired generation is used before the coal-fired generation
as demand increases.
However, the efficiency of supply only occurs because the full marginal costs are sufficiently
different. If the full marginal costs are close, i.e., if |cC + βC τ − cG − βG τ | < στ , then the merit
order is not efficient. As illustrated in panel (d) of Fig. 1 the full marginal costs are sufficiently close
that the merit order is rate-standard gas, followed by rate-standard coal, then CAT gas, and then
CAT coal. This merit order is inefficient since the full marginal social cost of gas-fired generation
is less than the full marginal social cost of coal.16
Result 1 also highlights the importance of coordination across states. For CATs, all carbon prices
need to be sufficiently close to τ , which can be ensured by carbon trading and a correct overall cap.
Note that with carbon trading the distribution of the cap across states is irrelevant for efficiency
of supply. With rate standards, trading can also ensure that carbon prices are equal across states.
However, now the standards must be set equally across states in order for the merit order to be
efficient, i.e., the distribution of the rate standards across the states is crucial. The result also
shows an additional inefficiency if states fail to coordinate on a CAT or a rate standard.
This result also emphasizes the importance of carbon prices. Importantly, efficient supply depends
on the carbon price being sufficiently close to τ , but does not depend on the target emissions level
or the target emissions rate. Thus, to attain efficient supply, the regulator would need to adjust
the emissions cap or target emissions rate to maintain the carbon price equal to τ . Unfortunately,
the Clean Power Plan specifies emissions rate targets rather than carbon price targets.
Result 1 shows the increasingly stringent conditions under which the different regulations can
lead to an efficient supply, i.e., an efficient merit order. However, efficiency of supply is necessary
but not sufficient for overall efficiency of a regulation, as the following corollary makes clear:
COROLLARY 1: Efficiency: If demand is perfectly inelastic, then CATs, rate standards, or
mixed regulation achieve efficiency if the merit order is efficient.
If demand is not perfectly inelastic, then CAT regulations achieve efficiency if pcs = τ for all s.
Rate standards and mixed regulation do not achieve efficiency.
16 This inefficiency from mixed regulation is limited, because it only arises if full marginal costs are sufficiently close, i.e., if
costs are small from the wrong merit order.
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This corollary, which demonstrates the superiority of CAT, echoes earlier results in the literature (e.g., see Helfand (1991), Kwoka (1983), Holland, Hughes and Knittel (2009)). If demand is
perfectly inelastic, then there is no consumption inefficiency and efficiency only requires efficient
supply. However, if demand is not perfectly inelastic, then only a CAT regulation with a carbon
price of τ can attain the first best.17
Given the importance of equal carbon prices in Result 1, the next result addresses the benefits
from carbon trading, which equates carbon prices across regions.
RESULT 2: Carbon Trading: Trading carbon between states reduces costs. Trading between
states with CATs holds aggregate emissions constant. Trading between states with rate standards
may cause aggregate emissions to increase or decrease.
This result shows that although carbon trading does reduce costs, it may not have clear efficiency
benefits. It is well known that under CAT aggregate emissions are held constant and thus a
reduction in costs leads to a clear efficiency gain, i.e., CAT is cost effective.
Under rate standards, Holland, Hughes and Knittel (2009) shows that aggregate emissions could
increase or decrease, and thus the welfare effects of carbon trading are indeterminate. For example,
consider a state with an inelastic supply of relatively clean generation but elastic supply of dirty
generation. This state will primarily respond by reducing dirty generation, which would lower
overall emissions. If this state trades carbon with a state with an elastic supply of relatively clean
(but not zero carbon) generation, then the resulting increase in relatively clean generation could
lead to an overall increase in emissions. The welfare effects would need to compare any cost savings
with this increase in emissions and hence are ambiguous.
We next compare the equilibrium outcomes across policies in which all states adopt the same policy. We analyze electricity prices, consumer surplus, and profits to “uncovered generators,” namely,
generators which are not covered by the regulation, e.g., renewables or distributed generation.
RESULT 3: Prices, Consumer Surplus, and Uncovered Generator Profits: For a given
carbon price pcs > 0,
(i) electricity prices are higher under CATs than under either rate standards or no regulation,
i.e., pCAT
≥ pRS
and pCAT
≥ pBAU
, and electricity prices under rate standards or under mixed
t
t
t
t
regulation can be either higher or lower than under no regulation;
17 Holland (2012) shows that rate standards can attain the first best if they are coupled with an electricity tax of στ .
Furthermore, he shows that in a second-best setting all these policies may fail to attain efficiency and the best policy is not
theoretically clear.
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(ii) consumer surplus is lower under CATs than under either rate standards or no regulation,
i.e., CS CAT ≤ CS RS and CS CAT ≤ CS BAU , and consumer surplus under rate standards or under
mixed regulation can be either higher or lower than under no regulation; and
(iii) profits for uncovered generation are higher under CATs than under either rate standards or
no regulation, and profits for uncovered generation under rate standards or under mixed regulation
can be either higher or lower than under no regulation.
For a given carbon price, this result shows that electricity prices are higher under CATs but can
be higher or lower than BAU prices under rate standards. These price comparisons follow from a
comparison of the full marginal costs under the policies. Since full marginal costs are higher under
CAT than under rate standards or BAU, the electricity price is higher. Similarly, since the full
marginal costs under rate standards can be higher or lower than under BAU, the electricity prices
are similarly higher or lower. The results on consumer surplus and profits of uncovered generation
follow directly from the result on prices.
The result on uncovered generation is important since significant generation capacity may not
be covered by the Clean Power Plan, e.g., hydro, nuclear, and some combined heat and power.
The result shows that these uncovered generators will prefer CAT regulation because they would
benefit from the higher electricity prices. The effect is somewhat different for “dirty” and “clean”
uncovered generators. For dirty uncovered generators, the benefit arises from the higher electricity
prices and because the lack of carbon regulation does not increase their costs. For clean uncovered
generators, the difference arises from the higher electricity prices and because the lack of carbon
regulation does not decrease their costs under rate standards. The inability to sell carbon credits
under a rate standard implies that uncovered clean generation prefers CAT. Note that this result
also implies that incentives are strongest under CAT for new clean generation and for efficiency
improvements both of which might be uncovered by the Clean Power Plan.
The result also has important implications for investment incentives. Investment will occur in the
most profitable locations. New fossil-fuel fired generation may be “uncovered” since it is subject
to other regulations, e.g., Section 111(b), and may not be subject to the Clean Power Plan. Small
combined heat and power will also likely not be covered by the Clean Power Plan. The result
implies that there would be more investment in uncovered generation under CAT regulation than
under rate standards.
We next analyze the incentives for states to adopt either CATs or rate standards. We begin by
analyzing the outcomes if states coordinate on either a single CAT or a single rate standard. To
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focus the analysis, we assume additionally that carbon prices equal τ and rate standards are equal
across states, i.e., we assume that supply is efficient.
RESULT 4: Adoption Incentives of a Coalition: Suppose that all states adopt the same regulation, i.e., all states have a unified CAT or unified rate standard. Suppose further that the CAT
or rate standard results in a carbon price equal to the social cost of carbon across both regimes and
across all states, i.e., pcs = τ for all s, and that rate standards are equal across states, i.e., σs = σ
for every s.
(i): pCAT
≤ pRS
t
t + στ for all t;
CAT ≤ q RS for all s, i, and t;
(ii): qsit
sit
CAT ≤ π RS for all s and i;
(iii): πsi
si

(iv): W CAT ≥ W RS ; and
(v): T RCAT + τ (CarbonRS − CarbonCAT ) ≥ (CS RS − CS CAT ) + (π RS − π CAT ).
If additionally we assume that demand is perfectly inelastic, then each of the weak inequalities
above is an equality.
When states act in a coalition, this result shows that although welfare is maximized under CAT
instead of a rate standard, the direct revenue from carbon permit sales may not be enough to
compensate consumers and producers for lost surplus and profit.
Much of the intuition of the result comes from the comparison of the electricity prices and
generation in Result 4 (i) and (ii). This result shows that although electricity prices are lower
under rate standards, the drop in prices is bounded by στ . Because full marginal costs are lower
by στ under rate standards, prices are also lower by exactly this amount if demand is perfectly
inelastic. If demand is not perfectly inelastic, then a price which is lower by στ could result in
excess demand. Thus the price difference is at most στ .
Because electricity prices are lower under rate standards and the merit order is unchanged, it
follows that generation, generation costs, and carbon emissions are higher. Generator profits are
also higher under rate standards, despite the lower electricity prices because full marginal costs are
lower. Because full marginal costs are lower by στ and prices are lower by at most στ , generator
profits increase.
The inefficiency of rate standards, described in Corollary 1, implies the result on welfare in
Result 4 (vi). Rewriting this in Result 4 (vii) shows that the sum of carbon market revenue and
the increase in carbon market damages exceeds the sum of the increases in consumer surplus and
profit under rate standards.
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With perfectly inelastic demand this equality becomes CS CAT + T RCAT = CS RS , which shows
that the gain in consumer surplus from a rate standard is exactly the foregone carbon market revenue T RCAT . In this case, the carbon market revenue is exactly sufficient to compensate consumers
for the lost consumer surplus under CATs.
If demand is not perfectly inelastic, the inequality in (vii) is much less informative about the
ability of carbon market revenue to compensate consumers and producers for their losses under a
CAT. In particular, it shows that carbon market revenue plus the additional carbon damages would
be sufficient to compensate both producers and consumers for their losses under CAT. However,
the result suggests that it is an empirical question whether or not carbon market revenue by itself
will be sufficient to compensate both producers and consumers for their losses under CAT.
E.

Incentives for Regulatory Choice

We now turn to the adoption incentives of an individual state. In particular the question of how
a state’s choice interacts with other states’ choices to influence economic outcomes. This question
could be directly addressed by the previous results if carbon prices were exogenous to the specific
mechanism, for example, if states adjusted the CATs or rate standards so that the carbon prices
always equaled the social cost of carbon.
For exogenous carbon prices, Result 4 is a good guide to the adoption incentives of a single
state.18 As in Result 4 (i), if the state adopted a rate standard instead of a CAT, electricity prices
would be lower in any hour in which that state’s generators were marginal, but the electricity price
would be lower by at most σs τ . Since generators’ costs would be lower by σs τ , generators’ profits
would be higher under the rate standard. With lower electricity prices, consumer surplus would also
be higher under a rate standard. Thus consumers and covered generators would prefer that their
state adopt the rate standard regardless of what other states do. In other words, adoption of a rate
standard would be a dominant strategy from the perspective of covered generators or consumers.
On the other hand, carbon market revenue and higher electricity prices from CAT imply that
CAT adoption would be a dominant strategy from the perspective of government revenues and of
uncovered generators. Thus, with fixed carbon prices, some perspectives would have a dominant
strategy for adoption of a CAT but others would have a dominant strategy for adoption of a rate
standard.
Since the Clean Power Plan specifies emissions and emissions rates rather than carbon price
18 Result 5 in Supplementary Appendix A extends Result 4 to analyze the adoption incentives of a single state assuming
carbon prices are fixed at τ .
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targets, carbon prices are likely endogenous to the regulatory choices of neighboring states. This
complicates a single state’s adoption decision. We assess these incentives more thoroughly in our
numerical simulations; however, a few examples illustrate the possibilities. Suppose a state were
to consider a CAT when all its neighbors adopt a rate standard. Without a carbon price response,
the full marginal costs would be higher under the CAT and thus the state’s generators would be
dispatched less frequently, and there would be an excess supply of carbon permits. This implies
that the state’s carbon price would be lower if it adopted a CAT instead of an equivalent rate
standard thereby making CAT more attractive from some perspectives.19 On the other hand,
a state choosing a rate standard when its neighbors are under CAT could experience either an
increase or decrease in its carbon price, depending upon the mix of available supply in that state.
For example if the rate state had excess “clean” generation capacity (e.g. gas generation with an
emissions rate below the state’s standard) then increasing exports from those clean sources would
relax the rate standard constraint and hence lower carbon prices. Finally, we can construct an
example where adoption of mixed regulations lowers carbon prices for both CAT and rate states.
Compliance costs and electricity prices would then be lower compared to a uniform CAT scheme.
A state’s adoption incentives will hence involve a combination of carbon price effects in addition
to the effects outlined in Result 4. To assess the direction and magnitude of these effects, we turn
to a numerical simulation model.
III.

Numerical simulations

The theoretical model describes the inefficiencies which can result when states choose CAT regulation or rate standards across an integrated product market. As described above, there are
several additional considerations to the actual Clean Power Plan that are difficult to capture in
a theoretical model, including the heterogeneity of both supply technologies and emissions limits
across states, and importantly, the endogeneity of carbon prices to a market’s choice of regulatory
mechanism. We approach this richer set of issues using numerical simulation methods applied in
the context of the electricity market in the western US.20 The model has been developed using cost
and market data from the year 2007 and cross-checked for reasonableness against data on actual
generation output and emissions from 2007. It captures many of the key elements that will influence state choices and outcomes under the clean power plan, such as short-run generation costs,
19 Intuitively,

the state can achieve compliance through importing.
utilize an electricity transmission and supply model similar to that used in Bushnell and Chen (2012) (BC 2010) and
Bushnell, Chen and Zaragoza-Watkins (2014) (BCZ 2011).
20 We
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transmission constraints, and investment in natural gas and wind generation. That said, there are
still some limitations to the model. The generation mix has changed somewhat since 2007, and our
model does not explicitly consider the opportunities for abatement from increasing the efficiency
of coal-fired power plants or from state investments in energy efficiency. We also do not explicitly
model other state level policies, such as renewable portfolio standards, that might influence the
specific compliance strategy of a state. These limitations should be considered when interpreting
the quantitative aspects of these results. In this section, we present the simulation model and the
data used to parameterize the model. Additional details on the numerical simulation are in Online
Appendix C
A.

Optimization model and constraints

Because we assume firms act in a manner consistent with perfect competition in both the electricity and emissions permit markets, market equilibrium is equivalent to the solution of a social
planner’s problem. Our social planner’s problem maximizes gross consumer surplus less generation
costs subject to various operating constraints. Using the notation developed above, the planner’s
objective is thus:21

(2)

max CS +
qsit

XXX
(pt − ci )qsit .
s

i

t

The production costs in Equation 2 are comprised of the marginal operating costs for existing and
new generation (taken from sources described in the appendix) and annualized capital costs for new
generation capacity. Maximization of Equation 2 is subject to generation, transmission, and policy
constraints. Generation constraints reflect installed conventional capacity adjusted proportionally
for the probability of a forced outage of each unit. Unit forced outage factors are taken from
the generator availability data system (GADS) data that are collected by the North American
Reliability Councils.
The model allows for market-based investment in new natural gas and wind generation capacity.
The availability of a new wind resource is subject to an hourly production profile that is specific
to each region and taken from data sources described in the appendix. For both technologies,
the SW objective function includes an annualized per-MW cost of capital, and the hourly output
21 The

objective does not consider carbon damages, which are addressed through the constraints.
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and marginal cost of new units. The resulting first-order condition equates the capital cost to the
P
net operating profit of a technology in equilibrium, or Ci ∗ Ki = t∈T qit ∗ (pt − ci ), where i is a
technology with capital cost Ci and marginal cost (including carbon) ci , and qi t ≤ Ki ∗ availt is the
output of technology i, which is constrained to not exceed the capacity (adjusted for availability)
for which capital has been expended.
Our transmission constraints replicate centralized locational marginal pricing (LMP). Any LMP
price differences are arbitraged away subject to the constraints of the transmission network. Optimization of Equation 2 is therefore subject to constraints on the flows between five transmission
regions represented in our model. These constraints are governed by existing line capacities. See
Supplemental Appendix C.C3 for more detail on our modeling of transmission constraints. Transmission fees and line loses are implicitly captured by our BAU simulation and assumed to be
constant across the different policy scenarios.
The carbon policies are modeled with additional constraints. BAU is modeled by optimizing
Equation 2 subject to the generation and transmission constraints. Under CAT regulation in state
s, total emissions in the state must also be less than allowed emissions, i.e., the policy constraint
P P
is i t βi qsit ≤ Es . If two states harmonize their CAT regulations through emissions trading,
aggregate emissions across the two states must be less than total allowed emissions. The shadow
values of the constraints are the carbon prices that would result from implementation with market
mechanisms. Similarly, if state s adopts a rate standard, then the emissions rate in the state must
P P
P P
be less than the allowed emissions rate: i t βi qsit / i t qsit ≤ σs . If two states harmonize their
rate standards, then the constraint is on the aggregate emissions rate. Note that this is equivalent
to allowing carbon trading plus harmonizing the allowed emissions rates. The shadow values are
again the resulting carbon prices.22 In cases where both rate and mass-based standards co-exist
we assume NO trading of emissions credits across regimes.

B.

Data Sources and Assumptions

Electricity demand levels and market prices for each state and hour are taken from public data
sources described in Appendix C. For tractability, hourly data are aggregated into representative
periods which are weighted to calibrate market outcomes in terms of annual statistics. We assume
linear demand where the intercept in each time period is determined by the mean actual hourly
22 Below

we equivalently write the rate standard constraints as
dollars per ton of carbon.
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P P
i

t

βi qsit ≤ σs

P P
i

t qsit

so that the shadow value is in

electricity price and consumption level during that time period.23 Because electricity demand is
extremely inelastic, we utilize an extremely low value for the slopes of the linear demand curve.24
The slope of the demand curve is set so that the median elasticity in each region is -.05.25
We explicitly model the major fossil-fired thermal units. The marginal cost of a modeled generation unit is assumed to be the sum of its fuel and variable operation and maintenance (VO&M)
costs, taken from data sources described in Appendix C. We calculate fuel costs for each unit as
a constant heat-rate (mmBtu/MWh) multiplied by regional average fuel price, up to the capacity
of the unit. We use unit average heat-rates and regional average fuel prices taken from the Platts
PowerDat dataset. Emissions rates, measured as tons CO2 /MWh, are based upon the fuel-efficiency
(heat-rate) of a plant and the CO2 intensity of the fuel burned by that plant.
We first use actual reported natural gas prices from 2007 to assess the performance of the model
and establish that the simulation reasonably captures production and emissions totals over western
states. Then, we re-simulate the market using natural gas prices that are, on average $2.00/mcf
lower, to better capture current fuel price conditions. The results reported here utilize the lower
natural gas prices representative of current prices.
Given the relatively long time frame for states to comply with the regulations, we consider
investment in new natural gas combined cycle units and wind generation. These are the dominant
conventional and renewable technology options, respectively. Based upon information from the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, we assume that the annualized capital cost of a standard
new natural gas combined cycle units would be $100 KW-yr and that annualized capital cost of
a new wind turbine would be $200 KW-yr. Operating costs for the combined cycle mcst depend
upon our natural gas price assumption and are assumed to be $48/MWh under 2007 gas prices and
$32/MWh under current gas prices. We assume that wind turbines have no marginal operating
costs, but their output is constrained by wind availability. We use data on projected capacity
factors of new wind plants taken from a WECC data set used in Bushnell (2011). These capacity
factors vary by every hour and subregion in the simulation. The average capacity factor for a new
wind plant in the data is about 35%, meaning that every KW of new capacity produces on average
about 1/3 of a KWh. The capacity factors vary considerably by region, approaching 40% in the
Rocky Mountains but averaging only 28% in the southwest.
23 The

intercept is the sum of mean consumption and the product of the mean price and demand slope.
inelasticity of demand reflects in part the imperfect pass-through of wholesale prices to end-use electricity consumers.
25 We discuss this assumption in the appendix. The low elasticity is chosen in part to reflect the imperfect pass-through of
wholesale prices to retail rates. Because the market is modeled as perfectly competitive, the results are relatively insensitive to
the elasticity assumption, as price is set at the marginal cost of system production and the range of prices is relatively modest.
24 The
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Our hourly market data include total demand and hourly production of all fossil-fired generation
monitored by the EPA’s continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS). These constitute almost
all the units whose emissions would be regulated under the Clean Power Plan, i.e. covered generation. Unfortunately, we lack data on the hourly production from other sources, namely, renewable
resources, hydro-electric resources, nuclear, combined heat and power, and other small thermal
resources. We infer aggregate hourly production from these sources from the difference between
regional consumption and fossil-fired generation after accounting for net imports. These sources,
which consist of production with very low or zero marginal costs, are assumed to operate with the
same hourly production in all of our simulations. We do not observe imports into an individual
state for a given hour. Instead net imports are aggregated to the regional level within the western
interconnection (WECC) and approximated from data on the hourly flow over key transmission
lines between regions.
In some results we disaggregate the outcomes for supply between generation sources covered
under the clean power plan and “uncovered” sources. Covered sources include all measured fossil
generation which emit CO2 . Under CAT these are the only plants that are directly impacted by
the regulation. For the CPP, the EPA has proposed a complex formula that gives partial credit
for output from nuclear plants as well as credits for non-hydro renewable generation and energy
efficiency. Technically such sources may be eligible to earn emissions credit payments by virtue
of their emissions rates being below the emissions rate standard. However because of our data
limitations we include all non-thermal sources in our “uncovered” category when summarizing the
results below.
Similarly, we apply EIA data on annual consumption by state to calculate the fraction of a region’s
demand that is attributable to a given state. Both of these approximations assume that the hourly
distribution of regional non-thermal supply and demand amongst states is the same as the monthly
or annual average of those distributions. Appendix Table D9 summarizes the generation totals and
emissions for each of the states coming from covered and uncovered sources based upon EIA data
and compares those data to the results of our simulation. These simulation results assume no CO2
regulation and therefore constitute the “business as usual” case.
Finally, we convert EPA’s state rate-based and mass-based emissions reduction targets into the
equivalent rate and mass-based standards for each state. To do this we assume that the carbon reductions would be equivalent if the electricity quantities were the same. In other words, we establish
a baseline emissions quantity and MWh output for each state, which converts into a baseline rate
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by dividing the former by the latter. We apply the EPAs mandated reduction percentage to this
baseline rate and calculate the rate-based target for each state. For example, Arizonas emissions
rate is required to be reduced to 75.6% of its baseline emissions rate. To convert this into a massbased regulation we multiply the rate target (articulated as tons CO2 per MWh) by the baseline
scenario MWh to establish a tons CO2 limit. Last, in order to provide an incentive for states that
adopt mass-based regulations to include new gas generation under their caps, the EPA allows for
extra emissions, called “new source complements” in those states. The average state-level increase
allowed is about 2.4%. In our scenarios where a mass-based regulation is adopted and applied to
new gas generation, we increase the cap described above by an additional 2.4%.
IV.

Simulation results

In this section we present simulation results from a variety of possible policy scenarios. In each
case, the reductions required by each state are based upon EPA’s “interim” goals for 2022-2029.
These are the EPA’s expected carbon savings from energy efficiency (heat rate) improvements at
existing plants, re-ordering generation dispatch so that low carbon sources run more frequently
and increased generation from zero-carbon renewable sources. These emissions reductions are
illustrated in Appendix Figure E1. Following the theory model, we first discuss the supply-side
effects of regulations on the generation merit order. Then, we analyze equilibrium outcomes under
each policy and incentives to form coalitions. Finally, we explore incentives for investment in new
capacity under different regulations.
A.

Supply-side effects

We first illustrate the effects of the regulation on the market supply functions. Instead of comparing the market supply curves for different regulations, we illustrate the market supply curve
for one regulation and then show the full marginal costs for each generation unit under alternate
regulations. The market supply (or merit order) under the different regulations can be determined
by “re-sorting” the generating plants along the x-axis.
Figure 2 compares the full marginal costs of existing fossil-fuel generation units under West-wide
CAT and rate standards to the market supply under BAU (i.e., the generating units are sorted
along the x-axis by BAU marginal costs). The generating units to the left of 23 GW are coal-fired
and the generating units to the right of 23 GW are gas-fired. The CAT standard (West-wide CAT)
increases the full marginal costs of the units in proportion to their carbon emissions. This changes
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the merit order since some gas-fired generation is now cheaper than coal-fired generation and would
be used first as demand increases.
The rate standard (West-wide Rate Standard), increases the full marginal costs of the coal-fired
generation because these plants have emissions rates higher than the standard. However, the rate
standard decreases the full marginal costs of gas-fired generation with emissions rates below than
the standard. Both the CAT are rate policies achieve the same relative ordering of generation. This
is consistent with theoretical Result 1 that both policies can eliminate the supply-side inefficiency
by correcting the merit order. However, full marginal costs are too low under the rate standard.26
Figure 3 illustrates the merit order that arises if states fail to harmonize their CAT standards.
The figure illustrates the supply curve for a CAT standard (West-wide CAT) and compares it
with state-by-state CAT standards (State CATs). The state-by-state CATs lead to full marginal
costs which are too high in some states—those with tight caps—and too low in other states—those
with loose caps. This heterogeneity “scrambles” the merit order and is an additional source of
inefficiency.27 Practically speaking, this can lead to very different dispatch behavior of similar
generating units, which is clearly inefficient.
Figure 4 illustrates the merit order when regional coalitions fail to coordinate policies. This
figure compares a West-wide CAT with mixed regulation in which coastal states adopt a CAT
standard and inland states adopt a rate standard. As discussed below, this combination results in
considerable emissions “leakage” where new and existing inland plants export considerable power
into the capped coastal states, to the degree that the cap on the coastal states is no longer binding.
The resulting effect is to reduce the marginal cost of compliance in both regions, consequently
reducing marginal costs in both regions. Emissions reductions are considerably more modest than
under the unified regulations.
Finally, we compare supply from fossil-fuel and new wind generation under the West-wide CAT
and West-wide rate standards. Figure 5 shows the merit order when generation is sorted by full
marginal cost under each policy. Wind capacity varies throughout the year. Here, we plot values
for a representative peak summer hour. Two features are worth noting. First, both CAT and the
rate standard increase investment in wind generation, the leftmost portion of each curve, shifting
out supply by about 8 GW relative to the no regulation case. Second, since CAT increases the
full marginal cost of all fossil generation, costs are almost always higher than BAU. However,
26 Our CAT simulation yields a permit price below the social cost of carbon. Under the rate standard, full marginal costs are
lower than those under CAT and are often less than the unregulated case where carbon emissions are unpriced.
27 Appendix Figure E4 shows a similar “scrambling” of the merit order due to state-by-state rate standards.
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because the rate-standard decreases the full marginal cost of some gas generation, costs are almost
always lower than BAU. This means electricity prices are lower under the West-wide rate compared
with CAT, consistent with theoretical Result 3. Furthermore, price can also be lower than the
unregulated case.
B.

Equilibrium market impacts

There are many metrics one could use to evaluate the impacts of these regulations. We focus on
the standard economic metrics of consumer surplus, producer profits, abatement, private surplus,
and social welfare.28 The division of surplus likely depends on whether generation in a given state
falls under rate regulation. In regulated states, producer surplus may largely accrue to consumers,
therefore we separately report producer and consumer surplus. To calculate carbon damages, we use
a social cost of carbon equal to $43/MT, consistent with EPA regulatory filings. Our calculations
abstract away from tax interaction effects and double-dividend style benefits (Goulder, Parry and
Burtraw, 1997), which may be larger under CAT compared to rate-based standards. To get a sense
of the size of the potential double-dividend, we separately report carbon market revenue, which
could in principle be given to generators, consumers or taxpayers.
We analyze medium-run equilibria across different policy types in nine different scenarios. Scenario 0, represents no regulation, i.e. BAU, establishes a baseline level of costs and emissions by
simulating the western market without any GHG regulations. Scenarios 1 through 8 vary which
states operate under CAT and rate standards. Here we present aggregate effects across all states, or
in scenarios 5-8, effects across two coalitions of states. In addition, Online Appendix C.C8 presents
a subset of outcomes for individual states.
We first investigate effects across the different policy types. In Scenario 1, western states operate
under a single CAT standard. Under a west-wide CAT, total emissions fall by approximately 74
million MMT (22%) relative to BAU, electricity prices rise by approximately $6/MWh (14%) and
as a result, consumption falls by about 4,300 GWh (1%).29 The marginal abatement cost, i.e. the
permit price, is approximately $21/MT.30 The average abatement cost is the lowest of all policy
28 Recall, we define private surplus as the sum of consumer surplus, producer surplus, and any carbon market revenue. Welfare
includes private surplus and carbon damages. Note that we do not include damages from other co-pollutants. Including cobenefits would increase welfare relative to the status quo in all policy scenarios and could change the scenario rankings. Further
recall that our consumer surplus captures surplus in the wholesale markets which assumes implicitly that wholesale prices are
eventually passed through to end users but diluted to some extent by the regulation of retail rates. This dilution of wholesale
price fluctuations is one reason why we examine a relatively low demand elasticity. We also do not model the myriad inefficiencies
of retail electricity pricing, so our figures can be thought of as representing changes in surplus, but not necessarily welfare.
29 We report the weighted-average electricity price and permit price, weighted by state-level consumption.
30 In an earlier version of this paper, our simulations did not allow for the option of building new wind capacity and the
compliance costs were $30 per ton of CO2 and electricity prices rose by nearly 20, despite less aggressive carbon reductions.
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scenarios, about $16/MT. Overall, private surplus and environmental benefits (e.g. avoided carbon
damages) increases approximately $2 billion relative to BAU.
Equilibrium outcomes are substantially different if instead the states were to adopt a rate standard. Scenario 3 shows results under a single west-wide rate. Regulation decreases electricity
prices. At $36/MWh, the average price is $12/MWh lower than under CAT and $6/MWh lower
than BAU. This comes from the large amount of new wind capacity, shown in Figure 5, and the
fact most gas generation is subsidized under the rate standard. As a result, electricity consumption
increases relative to BAU by approximately 3,800 GWh and consumer surplus increases by nearly
$4.3 billion.31 However, profits decrease for both covered and uncovered due to the combination of
lower prices and higher production costs.32 The gains to consumers mean average abatement costs
are similar to a west-wide CAT, $16.88/MT. Due to the more stringent cap for rate-based systems,
abatement is slightly greater than under a west-wide CAT. As a result, social welfare increases
by $2.04 billion. As a result, welfare gains are approximately $30 million greater than under a
west-wide CAT.
Next, we explore the effects of policy coordination. Scenario 2 assumes each state operates under
their own CAT system. Therefore, this scenario will not necessarily equate marginal abatement
costs across states. This inefficiency means production costs are approximately $450 million higher
than under a west-wide CAT, average abatement costs increase nearly $2.72/MT to $18.69/MT.
Overall, social welfare is $200 million lower than under a west-wide CAT. Similarly, scenario 4
assumes each state operates under their own rate standard. State rates generate smaller welfare
gains, approximately $1.57 billion, or about $480 million less than under a west-wide rate. Much
of this inefficiency is due to smaller emissions reductions, 14 MMT less, and lower avoided carbon
damages compared to a single rate standard.
Finally, scenarios 5 through 8 investigate outcomes when coalitions of states adopt either CAT or
rate-standards. For brevity, we reduce the number of possible combinations by collecting states into
possible regional coalitions. We consider a group of “coastal” states, California, Oregon and Washington and “inland” states, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Wyoming
and Utah. This division is somewhat reflective of current policy discussions.33 In scenarios 5 and
6, the coastal states adopt a CAT standard and inland states adopt either a single rate-based stan31 Our simulations do not capture the extent to which capital costs for new wind generation are included in consumers’
electricity rates. Therefore, this effect is an upper-bound on the true effect of rate standards on electricity consumption.
32 Consistent with the discussion of our model above , “Covered” plants and plants regulated under the CPP and “uncovered”
plants are those not regulated under the CPP.
33 California, Oregon, and Washington and Oregon are currently members of the Pacific Coast Collaborative, which seeks
cooperative action in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions. They are the only WECC states participating in this initiative.
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dard or individual state rates. Note that emissions leakage under these scenarios means the coastal
CAT is not binding, evident from the $0 permit prices.34 Emissions reductions are substantially
lower than under either a west-wide CAT or rate standard. Scenarios 7 and 8 assume inland states
adopt a CAT and coastal states adopt either a single rate or state rates.35 Here, the inland CAT
is binding, though emissions reductions are still less than under uniform regulation. In all cases,
welfare gains are substantially less than under a west-wide CAT.
C.

Incentives to form a West-wide coalition

Our simulations suggest that efficiency is enhanced when states form regional trading markets.
A natural question, then, is whether states will have the incentive to form such a coalition?

To

understand states’ incentives to form coalitions, we look more closely at individual outcomes under
Scenarios 1, 3, 5 and 7.
Table 2 summarizes four main outcomes: private surplus; consumer surplus; profits; and emissions. Each panel is the normal form representation of the change in each outcome relative to the
unregulated case, BAU, for each region. We begin with private surplus changes. CAT adoption
yields carbon market revenue and tends to benefit uncovered generation but harms consumers and
covered generators. The private-surplus perspective assesses whether the benefits outweigh the
harms, and hence whether it is possible to compensate losers and to align incentives. As shown,
the coastal region loses when inland adopts a CAT, but loses less if a rate standard is adopted. The
coast region gains if the inland coalition adopts a rate standard and gains more if the coast adopts
a rate. Therefore, adopting a rate standard is the dominant strategy for the coast. Inland private
surplus decreases less under a CAT whether the coast adopts a CAT or rate. Therefore, a coastal
Rate and inland CAT (Rate/CAT) is the “Nash equilibrium” instead of the efficient regulatory
mechanism: CAT/CAT.
The incentives of individual sets of stakeholders are different. In terms of consumer surplus,
inland consumers prefer a rate standard regardless of the policy adopted by the coastal coalition.
This result isn’t surprising given the lower prices and higher consumption under a rate standard.
However, coastal consumer slightly prefer a CAT when inland adopts a rate. Therefore, if consumers
34 Given that California currently has in place a mass-based greenhouse gas law for electricity generators and inland states
are currently unregulated, one may worry adoption of a rate standard by the inland states would magnify leakage from the
coast to the inland region. In unreported results, available upon request, we simulate a coastal CAT and unregulated inland
region. Imports from the coastal region do increase relative to our BAU scenario, however power flows from the coast to the
inland region are smaller than under scenarios 7 and 8.
35 Given that California currently has a cap-and-trade system in place, we do not believe scenarios 7 and 8 are realistic.
However, they provide the basis for understanding the complete set of incentives.
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choose the regulatory mix, the Nash equilibrium would be CAT/Rate.
While the incentives for consumers and the social planner lead to uncoordinated regulation, firms’
incentives lead to the opposite result. Coastal firms prefer CAT if inland adopts a CAT standard
and prefer a rate standard if the inland coalition adopts a rate. Likewise, the inland region prefers
CAT when coastal states adopt a CAT and prefers a rate when the coast adopts a rate. Here, both
sets of states prefer a coordinated outcome. Moreover, since the coastal coalition gains and inland
losses are lower under a CAT, coordination between regions could result in the efficient mechanism
CAT/CAT.
Finally, it is useful to consider emissions. Changes in emissions across regions highlight the
effects of leakage across scenarios. Under CAT/CAT coastal emissions fall by 6.91 MMT and
inland emissions fall by 67.43 MMT. Note that this total reflects the additional 2.4% of emissions
allowed by EPA under this scenario, which regulates new gas generation. Therefore a slightly larger
decrease in total emissions occurs under the other coordinated outcome, Rate/Rate. However, the
outcomes are quite different under the uncoordinated scenarios. For instance, if the inland coalition
were to adopt a rate standard, inland generators could export power to take advantage of higher
coastal prices under the CAT. This leads to a larger drop in coastal emissions, 13.69 MMT, large
enough such that the CAT in not binding. Inland emissions still fall relative to BAU, by 51.06
MMT, but not as much as under CAT/CAT. Similarly, if instead the coastal coalition were to adopt
a rate while inland states adopt a CAT, coastal emissions increase and inland emission decrease
slightly. The relatively small decrease in inland emissions comes from a smaller investment in new
wind generation relative to CAT combined with decreased gas but increased coal generation in the
region.
Combined, these results imply that while there is some incentive for formation of a West-wide
CAT coalition, the actual regulations that are adopted likely depend on regulators’ objectives and
the relative influence of stakeholders groups. While the Nash equilibria from the social planner’s
and consumers’ perspectives suggest uncoordinated regulation, producers prefer coordinated policy.

D.

Entry incentives

Another important issue is the treatment of newly constructed fossil power plants in state compliance plans. Technically, Section 111d of the Clean Air Act covers only existing sources. New
sources are regulated separately and will have to comply with a source-specific CO2 emissions rate
standard. Therefore, new natural gas capacity will not be covered by rate-based regulation under
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the CPP. However if states adopt mass-based regulation, excluding new fossil generation may create substantial scope for leakage. Because of this concern, EPA is encouraging states who opt for
mass-based regulations to implement measures to limit leakage to new fossil generation.
We examine these issues with a second simulation. Our base results assume new fossil generation
is included under the emissions cap in a CAT system. This is consistent with EPA’s recommendation
that states adopt additional measures to limit leakage. In our second simulation, we instead assume
new generation is not included under mass-based regulation. We then compare how investment in
new capacity varies across scenarios when new generation is included or excluded from mass-based
systems.
Table 3 summarizes the total additional new natural gas combined cycle capacity that would be
added in each region (coastal or inland), under different regulatory scenarios and policies toward
new generation. Because of demand growth, there is new investment BAU where 2,017 MW of new
natural gas capacity and 875 MW of new wind capacity are added. Table 3 reports new capacities
relative to capacity additions under BAU. The top rows of the table assume new fossil generation
is included under CAT systems, i.e. our main results. The bottom rows assume new capacity is
excluded from mass-based plans.
The first column considers a west-wide CAT system and highlights the effect of leakage when new
generation is not included under the cap. When new capacity is included, no new gas generation
is added in the coastal region and new inland gas generation that would be built under BAU is
not built under CAT. However when new gas generation is excluded, the coast and builds 5,003
of new gas capacity. Inland build 2,094 MW more capacity than BAU or 4,111 MW more than
under CAT when new capacity is included. These new fossil capacity additions mean less new wind
generation is built, 10,555 fewer MW than when new capacity is included under the cap. Overall,
we estimate not excluding new generation leads to approximately 30 MMT (9%) more emissions
relative to CAT where new generation is included.
The second column compares new generation under rate standards. Here, investment patterns
do not change because new generation is never included under a rate-based policy. The third
and fourth columns show investment decisions with the uncoordinated policy scenarios. Under a
coastal CAT, no new gas capacity is built when gas is excluded. Therefore, the decision to include
or exclude new capacity has no effect on investment. With an inland CAT, excluding new capacity
mainly shifts new gas capacity from the coastal to the inland region. Approximately 924 MW more
new gas capacity is built inland and approximately 602 MW less gas capacity is built on the coast
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when new capacity is excluded relative to when it is included. Overall, excluding new generation
from CPP mass-based implementation plans could substantially change investment patterns and
potentially undermine the environmental effectiveness of the policy.

V.

Conclusion

There are many contexts in which environmental regulation and trade can interact to undermine
the efficiency of both. The EPA’s Clean Power Plan is a clear and timely example of these interactions. The CPP proposes major reductions in carbon emissions from generators of electricity,
a good that is perfectly substitutable across neighboring states. The CPP establishes state-level
targets for carbon emissions rates in lbs of carbon dioxide per megawatt hour of electricity generated. States have a great deal of flexibility in how to achieve these goals. Because this flexibility
creates different incentives, effects on consumers and producers within a state could be quite different depending on the type of regulation adopted both in that particular state as well as in other
states because electricity is traded regionally across state lines. Furthermore, the states’ private
incentives may be at odds with those of a social planner.
In this paper we have focused on the two likely market-based regulatory approaches that could
be adopted by states, a mass-based (CAT) approach, and a rate standard. Our theoretical findings
imply that efficiency is most likely achieved under CAT, and that a mix of CAT and rate standards
is likely to create an inefficient “ordering” of generation resources. Further we find that, while consumers in each state may prefer to coordinate on rate standards, producers can prefer to coordinate
on inconsistent regulations, where different states adopt different approaches.
We investigate the importance of our theoretical findings using numerical simulations of the
electricity market in the western United States. We find lack of coordination, when states independently pursue their own emissions targets without regard to electricity trading partners, leads to
large inefficiencies. For example under state-specific caps, average abatement costs are 17% higher
than under a uniform CAT standard. Under state-specific rate standards, average abatement costs
are 10% higher relative to a uniform rate standard. Regional cooperation may not mitigate these
concerns. When two regions of the west coordinate internally, but adopt different instruments,
average abatement costs are between 5 and 21% higher than costs under a uniform CAT standard.
While generator incentives favor coordination, this may or may not lead to adoption of a west-wide
CAT.
One unresolved aspect of the CPP is whether new natural gas generation is included under
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compliance plans when states adopt mass-based regulations. We examine the implications of the
CPP on the construction of new natural gas and wind generation under a medium-term outlook
where demand grows by 10% relative to 2007 levels. Whether new plants are covered under the
CPP can dramatically change where new plants are built. When new plants are excluded from CPP
compliance, new gas plants are built in place of new wind generation. Under mixed regulation,
including new plants can shift new generation out of CAT regions toward rate regions.
Overall, our findings indicate that despite the opportunities the CPP provides for states to coordinate and implement compliance plans that can efficiently achieve their joint targets, the incentives
of individual states to participate in those plans are conflicted. Indeed, there can easily be circumstances when states find it in their own interest to adopt a regulatory approach that is contrary to
those of its neighbors.
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Tables

Table 1—: Equilibrium outcomes for business as usual and eight policy scenarios.
0
No Reg

1
CAT

2
CATs

3
Rate

4
Rates

Electricity Price ($/MWh)

$ 41.83

$ 48.14

$ 47.43

$ 36.43

$ 36.05

$ 35.90

$ 35.67

$ 43.81

$ 43.79

Electricity Quantity (GWh)

454,994

-4,252

-3,972

+3,786

+3,975

+3,987

+4,107

-1,386

-1,417

-2,017

-214

-2,017

-2,017

New Natural Gas Gen. Cap. (MW)
New Wind Gen. Cap. (MW)
Emissions (MMT)

2,017
875
330.79

CAT Permit Price ($/MT)

+14,984 +11,275 +17,191 +18,826
-74.34

-74.34

$ 21.45

$ 20.21

Rate Permit Price ($/MT)

5
6
7
8
CAT Rate CAT Rates Rate CAT Rates CAT

-2,017

-2,017

+229

+1,045

+16,950

+17,602

+9,043

+8,213

-56.48

-55.34

-53.33

-78.27

-64.15

-64.75
$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 19.68

$ 19.60

$ 21.80

$ 22.48

$ 20.90

$ 20.81

$ 9.22

$ 9.56

Consumer Surplus ($ bn.)

$ 44.41

- $4.96

- $4.39

+ $4.27

+ $4.44

+ $4.55

+ $4.74

- $1.38

- $1.40

Covered Generator Profits ($ bn.)

$ 7.12

- $3.83

- $4.31

- $3.79

- $3.82

- $3.80

- $3.84

- $3.99

- $3.99

Uncovered Generator Profits ($ bn.)

$ 13.90 + $2.09

+ $1.90

- $1.81

- $1.94

- $1.95

- $2.06

+ $0.59

+ $0.62

Transmission Profits ($ bn.)

$ 0.18

+ $0.02

- $0.03

+ $0.01

+ $0.14

+ $0.10

+ $0.13

- $0.10

- $0.08

Production Costs ($ bn.)

$ 14.80 + $0.86

+ $1.31

+ $1.36

+ $0.93

+ $0.93

+ $0.76

+ $0.98

+ $0.91

Carbon Market Rev. ($ bn.)

+ $5.50

+ $5.44

+ $0.00

+ $0.00

+ $3.84

+ $3.83

Abatement Cost ($ bn.)

- $1.19

- $1.39

- $1.09

- $1.03

- $1.04

- $1.03

Avg. Abatement Cost ($/MT)

- $1.19

+ $15.98 + $18.69 + $16.88 + $18.55 + $16.84

∆ Carbon Damages ($ bn.)
Social Welfare ($ bn.)

- $1.32

$51.39

+ $18.18

+ $18.74

+ $19.32

- $3.20

- $3.20

- $3.37

- $2.76

- $2.78

- $2.43

- $2.38

- $2.29

+ $2.01

+ $1.81

+ $2.04

+ $1.57

+ $1.69

+ $1.40

+ $1.34

+ $1.26

Notes: Results from Scenarios 1-8 are reported as changes relative to Scenario 0. “+” indicates an increase and “-” indicates a
decrease. “Abatement Cost” is the sum of consumer surplus, profits (covered, uncovered, and transmission), and carbon
market revenue. Carbon damages assume a social cost of carbon equal to $43.
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Table 2—: Adoption incentives in the coastal and inland west.
Generator profits

Private surplus

Inland

Inland

, - $0.51 + $0.50

, - $1.70

- $0.20

, - $0.75 + $0.71

, - $2.04

Coastal
Rate CAT

Coastal
Rate CAT

- $0.70

Consumer surplus
Inland
CAT

CAT

Rate

Rate

+ $0.97

, - $2.72 - $2.18

, - $3.56

+ $0.40

, - $3.80 - $1.91

, - $3.70

Emissions
Inland
Rate

- $2.97

, - $1.99 + $2.69

, + $1.86

- $0.60

, - $0.78 + $2.62

, + $1.66

CAT
Coastal
Rate CAT

Coastal
Rate CAT

CAT

Rate

- 6.91

, - 67.43 - 13.69

, - 51.06

+ 12.75

, - 68.09 - 6.87

, - 71.40

Notes: “Private surplus” is the sum of consumer surplus, generator profits (covered and uncovered), and carbon market
revenue and is measured in $ billion. Generator profits (covered and uncovered) and consumer surplus are measured in in $
billion. Emissions are measured in million metric tons (MMT). All values are measured relative to business as usual (Scenario
0). “+” indicates an increase and “-” indicates a decrease.
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Natural Gas
Wind

+0
+0

-2,017
+14,984

-2,017
+14,984

CAT (Mass-Based)
Coast
Inland
Total
-2,017
+15,952

-2,017
+17,191

Rate Standard
Inland
Total

+0
+1,239

Coast
+0
+0

-2,017
+16,950

-2,017
+16,950

Coast CAT & Inland Rate
Coast
Inland
Total
+2,245
+4,130

-2,017
+4,913

+229
+9,043

Coast Rate & Inland CAT
Coast
Inland
Total

Natural Gas
+5,003
+2,094
+7,097
+0
-2,017
-2,017
+0
-2,017
-2,017
+1,643
-1,093
+550
Wind
+0
+4,430
+4,430
+1,241 +15,952 +17,193
+0 +16,950 +16,950
+4,147
+5,368
+9,515
Note: Results are reported as changes relative to new capacity built under business as usual. ``+'' indicates an increase and ``-'' indicates a decrease. ``Included''
means emissions from new generation are regulated under a mass-based cap. ``Excluded'' means emissions from new generation are unregulated. Scenarios assume
10% load growth from 2006 levels.

Excluded

Included

New Capacity (MW)

Table 3—: New capacity under four policy scenarios when new natural gas combined cycle investment is included and not included
under mass-based regulation.
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Figure 1. : Full marginal costs under different regulatory regimes.
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Figure 2. : Merit order under different regulations: BAU and West-wide CAT and rate standards.
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Note: Generating units sorted on x-axis by marginal costs under BAU (Scenario 0).
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Figure 3. : Merit order under different regulations: West-wide CAT standards and state-by-state
CAT standards.
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Note: Generating units sorted on x-axis by full-marginal costs under West-wide CAT standards
(Scenario 1).
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Figure 4. : Merit order under different regulations: West-wide CAT standards and mixed regulation.
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Note: Generating units sorted on x-axis by full-marginal costs under West-wide CAT standards
(Scenario 1). Mixed regulation has Coastal CAT standard and Inland rate standard.
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Figure 5. : Merit order under different regulations with new investment: West-wide CAT standards and west-wide rate standards.
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Note: Generating units sorted on x-axis by full-marginal costs under each policy: CAT; no regulation; or rate standard.
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Supplementary Appendices for Web Publication

Proofs of Results

A1.

Proof of Result 1

r < F M C r iff c + β τ < c 0 + β 0 τ .
The merit order is efficient for regulation r if F M Csi
i
i
i
i
s0 i0
CAT = c + β p . Clearly this merit order is efficient
Result 1 (i) follows because for CATs F M Csi
i
i cs
c −c

if pcs = τ for every s. The result also holds if pcs 6= τ and |pcs − τ | ≤ mini,j | βji −βji − τ |, i.e., if pcs is
sufficiently close to τ .
To see this, assume, without loss of generality, that βj > βi . First consider the case in which
ci + βi τ < cj + βj τ , i.e., in which τ −
τ−

ci −cj
βj −βi

ci −cj
βj −βi

> 0. Then ci + βi pcs < cj + βj pcs iff

ci −cj
βj −βi

< pcs iff

> τ − pcs . But this last condition clearly holds because pcs is sufficiently close to τ .

Next consider the case in which ci + βi τ > cj + βj τ , i.e., in which
ci + βi pcs > cj + βj pcs iff

ci −cj
βj −βi

> pcs iff

ci −cj
βj −βi

ci −cj
βj −βi

− τ > 0. Then

− τ > pcs − τ . But this last condition clearly holds

because pcs is sufficiently close to τ .
RS = c + (β − σ )p . If the carbon price
Result 1 (ii) follows because for rate standards F M Csi
i
i
s cs
RS < F M C RS iff c + (β − σ)τ < c 0 + (β 0 − σ)τ
is τ and rate standard is σ in all states, F M Csi
i
i
i
i
s 0 i0

iff ci + βi τ < ci0 + βi0 τ . Clearly, this result can still hold if pcs is sufficiently close to τ and σs is
sufficiently close to σ for every s.
To demonstrate Result 1 (iii), assume without loss of generality that ci + βi τ < ci0 + βi0 τ so that
the sufficient condition is ci0 + βi0 τ − ci + βi τ > στ . First, let state s have a rate standard and
RS = c + (β − σ)τ < c + β τ < c 0 + β 0 τ = F M C CAT , i.e.,
state s0 have a CAT. Then F M Csi
i
i
i
i
i
i
s 0 i0

the merit order is efficient. Next, let state s have a rate standard and state s0 have a CAT. Then
CAT = c + β τ < c 0 + (β 0 − σ 0 )τ = F M C RS where the inequality follows from the sufficient
F M Csi
i
i
i
i
s
s 0 i0

condition.
Proof of Corollary 1

If demand is perfectly inelastic, then consumption cannot be inefficient, and efficiency of the
regulation merely requires efficiency of supply.
If demand is not perfectly inelastic, then consumption is only efficient if the electriciy price
reflects the full marginal social cost. The only regulation in which the electricity price equals the
full marginal social cost is a CAT with carbon price τ .
1

A2.

Proof of Result 2

Carbon trading reduces costs since firms would only undertake mutually beneficial trades if costs
are reduced.
Trading between states with CATs holds aggregate emissions constant because the equilibrium
P P
P P
CAT +
CAT
in the carbon market is determined by t i βi qsit
t
i βi qs0 it = Es + Es0 . which holds
aggregate emissions constant at Es + Es0 .
Trading between states with rate standards may cause aggregate emissions to increase or decrease.
Setting demand minus supply equal to zero, we can characterize the carbon market equilibrium by
P P
P P
RS
RS
i
t (βi − σs0 )qs0 it = 0. This equilibrium condition can be written:
i
t (βi − σs )qsit +

(A1)

P P RS
P P
P P RS
RS
RS
t qs0 it
i
t βi (qsit + qs0 it )
i
t qsit
P P RS
= P P RS
σs + P P i RS
σs0 ,
RS
RS
RS
i
t (qsit + qs0 it )
i
t (qsit + qs0 it )
i
t (qsit + qs0 it )

This shows that carbon trading across states with rate standards results in a carbon intensity which
is a weighted average of the intensity standards of the two states. Rewriting Eq. A1, shows that
XX

RS
βi (qsit
+ qsRS
0 it ) =

t

i

XX
t

i

RS
qsit
σs +

XX
i

qsRS
0 it σs0 .

t

Defining policies RST and RSN T as “trading” and “no trading” and defining Qrs ≡

r
t qsit ,

P P
i

this equation implies:
CarbonRST
+ CarbonRST
= QRST
σs + QRST
σ s0
s
s
s0
s0
which can be rewritten as
CarbonRST
+ CarbonRST
=
s
s0

QRST
QRST
s
RSN T
T
s0
Carbon
+
CarbonRSN
.
s
s0
RSN
RSN
T
Qs
Qs0 T

This equation relates carbon emissions with trading to carbon emissions without trading and shows
that carbon trading has an ambiguous affect on aggregate carbon emissions.
2

A3.

Proof of Result 3

CAT =
Result 3 (i) follows from a comparison of the full marginal costs. Under CATs, F M Csi
CAT ≥ c = F M C BAU for every s and i the electriciy price is higher under
ci + βi pcs . Since F M Csi
i
si

CATs than under no regulation.
RS = c + (β − σ )p , it follows that F M C RS ≤ F M C CAT for every s and i and
Since F M Csi
i
i
s cs
si
si

thus the electricity price is lower under rate standards than under CATs.
Moreover, since (βi − σs ) can be positive or negative, it follows that the electricity price under
rate standards can be higher or lower than under no regulation.
Result 3 (ii) follows directly from the comparison of electricity prices in Result 3 (i) because
higher electricity prices result in lower consumer surplus from electricity consumption.
Result 3 (iii) also follows directly from the comparison of electricity prices in Result 3 (i). For
an uncovered generator, their costs are unaffected by the regulations. Thus regulations only affect
their profit through the electricity prices and higher electricity prices imply higher profit.
A4.

Proof of Result 4

Result 4 (i) follows by comparing full marginal costs under CAT and rate standards. Because
full marginal costs are ci + βi τ under CAT but are ci + (βi − σ)τ under a rate standard, the merit
order is identical under CAT or rate standards but the full marginal cost is lower by στ for every
s and i. Because full marginal costs are lower by στ under rate standards, prices are also lower by
exactly this amount if demand is perfectly inelastic. If demand is not perfectly inelastic, then a
price which is lower by στ could result in excess demand. Thus the price difference is at most στ .
CAT > q RS for some s, i, and t. First consider the
Result 4 (ii). Suppose not, i.e., suppose qsit
sit

case where pCAT
> ci + βi τ . In this case, generator i is dispatched at capacity under CAT, so it
t
must not be dispatched at capacity under the rate standard, which implies pRS
≤ ci + (βi − σ)τ .
t
But this implies that pCAT
− pRS
> ci + βi τ − (ci + (βi − σ)τ = στ which contradicts the result
t
t
CAT = 0 which contradicts the supposition. Finally
in (i). In the case where pCAT
< ci + βi τ , qsit
t

if pCAT
= ci + βi τ , the result in (i) implies that pRS
+ στ ≥ pCAT
= ci + βi τ , which implies that
t
t
t
pRS
≥ ci + (βi − σ)τ . If this inequality is strict, then the generator is dispatched at capacity, which
t
contradicts the suppostion. Alternatively, if this is an equality, then both conditions hold with
equality, i.e., price equals full marginal cost under both the CAT and the rate standard. Because
pRS
< pCAT
and by the assumption of proportional generation when price equals full marginal
t
t
RS > q CAT which contradicts the supposition.
cost, we have qsit
sit
3

With perfectly inelastic demand, pCAT
= pRS
+ στ so pCAT
> ci + βi τ iff pRS
> ci + (βi − σ)τ .
t
t
t
t
CAT = q RS .
Thus qsit
sit
CAT =
Result 4 (iii) follows by noting that πsi

CAT
t (pt

P

CAT ≤
− ci − βi τ )qsit

RS
t (pt

P

+ στ − ci −

RS = π RS .
βi τ )qsit
si

Result 4 (iv) is a direct corollary of Result 1.
Result 4 (v) follows directly from Result 4 (iv) since W CAT = CS CAT + π CAT + T RCAT −
τ CarbonCAT and W RS = CS RS + π RS − τ CarbonRS .
A5.

Result 5: Adoption Incentives of a State

In this appendix, we address the adoption incentives of individual states. In particular, we state,
discuss, and prove a result which is similar to Result 4, but focuses on a single state (or region)
rather than the coalition of all states. As in Result 4, we assume here that carbon prices are
independent of the adoption choices of states. While carbon prices may be independent of the
choice of the coalition of states, they are unlikely to be independent of the choice of an individual
state. Thus, this result provides only a partial analysis of the adoption incentives of individual
states.
RESULT 5: Adoption Incentives of a State: Consider two scenarios of mixed regulation. In
one scenario, RSx, state s has a rate standard, and in the other scenario, CAT x, state s has a
CAT. Regulation of each other state is unchanged across the scenarios, and carbon prices equal τ
in all scenarios.
x ≥ pRSx ≥ pCAT x − σ τ for every t
(i) pCAT
s
t
t
t
CAT x ≤ π RSx for every i
(ii) πis
is

(iii) CS CAT x ≤ CS RSx .
(iv) T RsCAT x > T RsRSx = 0.
P CAT x
P RSx
(v) CSsCAT x + T RsCAT x + i πis
can be greater or less than CSsRSx + i πis
This result shows the strong incentives for a state to adopt an inefficient rate standard. Under
these assumptions, a rate standard is a dominant strategy from the perspective both of consumers
and of covered generators’ profits. In other words, both consumers and covered generators are
better off if their state adopts a rate standard no matter what other states are doing.
Intuitively, adoption of a rate standard causes electricity prices to fall, which benefits consumers.
However, prices fall by at most σs τ as shown in Result 5 (i). But because costs fall by σs τ , covered
generator profits increase.
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This result implies that adopting a rate standard is a dominant strategy from the perspective
of profit to the regulated generators, because profits are higher no matter what policies the other
states adopt. Importantly, if the coalition of states were to adopt a CAT, generators in any single
state would have an incentive to lobby for adoption of a rate standard in their own state. Moreover,
there remains an incentive for generators to lobby for adoption of a rate standard in their own state
no matter how many other states adopt rate standards. In fact, the only outcome, which is stable
from the perspective of generator profits, is the coalition in which all states adopt rate standards.
Result 5 (i) also implies that adoption of a rate standard in state s decreases generator profits in
other states. This follows since the electricity price falls, which decreases margins. Since the merit
order can also change, generators in other states may also generate less, so profits decrease. This
implies that defection by state s from the coalition in which all states adopt CATs increases the
incentive for other states to also defect from the coalition.
Result 5 (iii) shows that consumers are better off under rate standards. Our assumption that
each state accounts for a constant share of consumer surplus implies that consumers in each state
have an incentive to lobby for adoption of rate standards in their state and in other states as well. In
fact, because we assume that carbon market revenue benefits consumers within a state, this result
implies that consumers have a stronger incentive to lobby for other states to adopt rate standards.
Despite the strong incentive to adopt rate standards from the perspective of both consumers and
generators, there is an efficiency cost to rate standards. Result 5 (iv) and (v) show that states
may or may not have sufficient carbon market revenue to compensate consumers and generators
such that everyone prefers CATs. The result is weaker than Result 4 (vii) which showed that
compensation might require monetizing carbon damages. Here since welfare may increase when a
single state adopts a rate standard, it may not be efficient (or desirable!) to compensate consumers
and generators so that they would be willing to support a CAT.36
Result 5 (v) shows that there may or may not be sufficient carbon market revenue to compensate
consumers and generators so that adoption of a CAT is preferred. Since theory is indeterminate,
we will return to this question in our simulations analysis.
Proof:
Result 5 (i) follows from noting that if state s adopts a rate standard, the full marginal costs
of all generators in state s decrease by σs τ , but the full marginal costs of generators in other
36 To illustrate, suppose there are two states and perfectly inelastic demand and the full marginal social costs are sufficiently
close. Then adoption of a rate standard by one state would decrease efficiency (since the merit order would be inefficient) but
adoption by the second state would increase efficiency (since the merit order would then be efficient.
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states are unchanged. Thus the electricity price in hour t falls by σs τ if a generator in state s
x − σ τ.
is marginal in that hour under both the CAT and the rate standard, i.e., pRSx
= pCAT
s
t
t

Alternatively if a generator from state s is not on the margin in hour t, the price is unchanged,
x = pRSx . Finally, for all other situations (e.g., if a generator in state s goes from being
i.e., pCAT
t
t

marginal to non-marginal) the electricity price falls by at most σs τ .
Result 5 (ii) follows directly from (i). If state s switches to a rate standard, the full marginal
costs of generators in state s fall by στ , but the price falls by at most στ , so margins increase.
Since generation does not decrease profits increase.
Result 5 (iii) follows directly from (i), because electriciy prices are lower if state s switches to a
rate standard.
Result 5 (iv) follows since carbon market revenue is positive under a CAT but is zero under a
rate standard.
Result 5 (v) follows because welfare can increase or decrease with one state switching from a
CAT to a rate standard. The results in Table ?? show that welfare can increase with adoption of a
P RSx
P CAT x
. The other
< CSsRSx + i πis
rate standard, which implies that CSsCAT x + T RsCAT x + i πis
inequality holds if welfare decreases.37
The four technology model

In this appendix, we illustrate the general model in Section II with four technologies. The
stronger assumptions allow us to draw sharper contrasts between the policies. The advantage of
this approach is that we obtain simple expressions for prices, costs, profits and welfare, which we
use to analyze incentives for adopting the different policies.
The model has four generating technologies, two states (A and B), and eight hours. Demand
for electricity is perfectly inelastic and is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 MWhs in the corresponding hours
1 through 8. Thus, the total electricity consumption in the model is 36 MWhs. Assume that
the consumers are distributed equally between the two states. Further, assume no transmission
constraints so that electricity flows freely between the two states, and there is a single price of
electricity for each hour.
Assume there are eight MWs of competitively supplied generation with two MWs of each technology one of which is located in each state. The four technologies are N , C, G, and O (nuclear
(or renewables), coal, gas, and oil) with cN < cC < cG < cO . This supply curve (merit or37 This

result could be stated more precisely.
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der) is illustrated in Appendix Figure E2. Assume further that the carbon emissions rates are
0 = βN < βG < βC < βO . Thus coal is dirtier than gas but has lower marginal generation costs.
We assume further that cG + βG τ < cC + βC τ so that the marginal social cost (generation cost
plus carbon damages) of gas-fired generation is less than that of coal, i.e., gas should be dispatched
before coal. However, in the unregulated model, the coal-fired generation will be dispatched first
since cC < cG .
Because demand is perfectly inelastic, efficiency in the model is determined solely by the generation costs and carbon costs. To determine consumer benefits, we focus on the electricity bill since
the total electricity consumed is identical under all policies. To determine producer benefits and
the incentive to invest in additional generation capacity, we focus on generator profits per MW of
capacity.
To study the incentives to adopt a CAT or a rate standard, we analyze three separate scenarios:
both states adopt CATs, both states adopt rate standards, and mixed regulation in which one
state adopts a CAT and the other state adopts a rate standard. Throughout, we assume that the
standards are set such that the carbon price equals the social cost of carbon (τ ), so that there
are no additional inefficiencies from incorrect carbon pricing. For purposes of comparison, we also
present results for the unregulated equilibrium. The full marginal costs are presented in Figure 1,
panels a-d.
The electricity prices in each scenario are determined by the intersection of the supply curve and
the (perfectly inelastic) demand in each hour as in Eq. 1. Table D1 shows these electricity prices as
electricity consumption increases from one to eight MWs. With the first three scenarios the merit
order is efficient, so dispatch is identical across the three scenarios. However, the full marginal cost
of the marginal generator is different across the scenarios, and hence prices are different. If both
states adopt rate standards, the full marginal costs are στ lower than the full marginal costs under
CATs, and the price is lower by στ in each hour. With mixed regulation and efficient dispatch,
the full marginal costs of the marginal generator (and hence electricity prices) are reduced in four
hours by στ relative to the CAT prices.38 With mixed regulation and inefficient dispatch, the
prices when consumption is four or five MWs are switched relative to the efficient dispatch since
coal under the rate standard is dispatched before gas under the CAT.
The generation costs, carbon emissions, electricity bills and carbon tax revenue under the four
scenarios are shown in Table D2. Since dispatch is efficient in the first three scenarios, the generation
38 Alternatively,

the prices are increased in four hours by στ relative to the rate standard prices.
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costs and carbon emissions are identical across these three scenarios. In the mixed regulation
scenario with inefficient dispatch, coal under the rate standard is dispatched before gas under the
rate standard. Thus one MW of coal is dispatched instead of one MW of gas when demand is four
MW.39 This lowers the generation costs by cG − cC , but increases the carbon emissions by βC − βG ,
which is inefficient.
We can compare the electricity bills across the scenarios, by looking at the prices in Table D1.
Comparing the rate standards with the CATs, we see that under the rate standards each of the 36
MWhs is purchased at a price which is lower by στ . Because σ = CarbonCAT /36, the electricity bill
is reduced by exactly the amount of carbon tax revenue which could have been collected under the
CAT. Similarly, comparing the prices for the scernario with mixed regulation and efficient dispatch
with the CATs, we see lower prices in four hours which implies an electricity bill that is lower
by 16σB τ . Finally comparing the prices for the scernario with mixed regulation and inefficient
dispatch with the CATs, we see lower prices in three hours and a different price when consumption
is four and five MWhs. Thus the bill is reduced by 15σB 0 τ − cG − βG τ + cC + βC τ .40
Table D2 also shows the carbon tax revenue generated under the scenarios. A CAT generates
carbon market revenue (e.g., through auctioning carbon permits) which the political process can
distribute as it sees fit. This revenue can be used to compensate consumers or generators who
may be harmed by the regulation, e.g., to make a potential Pareto improvement an actual Pareto
improvement. A rate standard generates no carbon revenue for the political process to distribute
because carbon permits are created by generating electricity below the allowed level and hence
accrue to the generators. Under mixed regulation, the state with a CAT has carbon market revenue,
but the state with rate standard has no carbon market revenue.41
Table D3 shows the profits per MW of capacity to each technology under the four scenarios.
Under CATs, oil is never inframarginal hence profits are zero. Coal is marginal in two hours and
inframarginal in two hours, so profits are greater than zero. Similarly, gas is inframarginal in four
hours and nuclear is inframarginal in six hours. Thus πN > πG > πC > πO = 0.
Note that technologies can earn higher, lower, or the same profits under a CAT relative to no
regulation. This follows since costs are higher (costs now include carbon costs) but electricity prices
are also higher (the marginal generator must cover their full marginal costs). For example, nuclear
39 Generation

is efficident in all other hours.
allowed emissions rate varies across the policies, but are set consistently such that the price of carbon (i.e., the shadow
value of the constraint) is τ .
41 The carbon tax revenue is slightly larger in the scenario with efficient dispatch since carbon emissions in the CAT state
are higher.
40 The
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profits are clearly higher since βN = 0 implies they have no carbon costs but benefit from the higher
electricity prices. On the other hand, oil profits are unchanged at zero. Coal profits could increase
CAT − π E = 2[(β − β )τ − (c − c )].
or decrease. The difference is coal profits is given by: πsC
O
C
G
C
sC

The first term in this difference reflects the higher electricity price when oil is on the margin and
is positive because βO > βC , i.e., the CAT increases the carbon costs of oil more than of coal.
The second term in this difference is negative and reflects the lost margin that coal would have
earned by being dispatched before gas in the absence of carbon regulation. Finally, gas profits
increase under CATs, because gas is dispatched more and because its carbon costs are less than
the electricity price increases when coal or oil is marginal.
Comparing generator profits under rate standards and under CATs, we see that the dispatch is
identical and that although the price in each hour is lower by σs τ , the full marginal costs are also
lower by σs τ . Thus profit is identical under both scenarios.
Generator profits under mixed regulation (columns four and five of Table D3) depend on the state.
Assume that state A adopts a CAT but state B adopts a rate standard. Within a technology the
generation in state B always has a lower full marginal cost and hence is dispatched first and earns
higher profits. For example, oil in state A earns zero profit, but oil in state B is inframarginal in
one hour and hence earns positive profit equal to σB τ .
Under efficient dispatch, generator profits can be directly compared to profits under a CAT
or a rate standard. In state A, each technology is inframarginal in exactly the same hours as
under CATs. However, the electricity price is lower by σB τ whenever a rate standard technology
is marginal. Thus coal, gas and nuclear lose σB τ , 2σB τ , and 3σB τ in profits relative to the CAT
scenario. In state B, each technology is inframarginal in one additional hour relative to the scenario
with rate standards. In addition, the electricity price is higher by σB τ whenever a CAT technology
is marginal. Thus oil, coal, gas and nuclear gain σB τ , 2σB τ , 3σB τ , and 4σB τ in profits relative to
the rate standard scenario (which is equivalent to the CAT scenario).
With inefficient dispatch, the profits of coal in state B and gas in state A are additionally affected.
Relative to the scenario with efficient dispatch, coal in state B is dispatched in an additional hour
and earns the additional margin cG + βG τ − (cC + (βC − σB 0 )τ . Gas generation is dispatched in
one fewer hour, so it loses the margin cC + (βC − σB 0 )τ − cG − βG τ relative to the scenario with
efficient dispatch.
We can now analyze the incentives for adoption of a CAT or a rate standard. We begin with
the adoption incentives from the perspective of social surplus including carbon emissions. The
9

social surplus to each state is the sum of the state’s generator profits and any tax revene less half
the electricity bill and half the carbon damages. The distribution of social surplus for the three
scenarios is shown in Table D4 for the efficient dispatch scenario and in Table D5 for inefficient
dispatch. For efficient dispatch, our assumption of inelastic demand implies that all three scenarios
yield the same total social surplus: 2Ws . However, the distribution of the surplus across the states
leads to different incentives for the states. For the scenarios in which both states adopt CATs or
rate standards, the total surplus is simply split equally between the two states. However if one
state adopts a rate standard when the other state adopts a CAT, then the state with the rate
ix − CarbonM ix )τ /2 which is positive. Thus if
standard gains the additional surplus ( 45 CarbonM
B
A

a state thinks another state will adopt a CAT, then it has an incentive to adopt a rate standard
to gain the additional surplus. Note that this additional surplus is zero sum (i.e., a pure transfer
between the states). This implies that if a state thinks another state will adopt a rate standard,
then it has an incentive to also adopt a rate standard (to avoid losing the additional surplus). Thus
each state has an incentive to adopt a rate standard no matter what the other state is adopting,
i.e., adopting a rate standard is a dominant strategy.42
With inefficient dispatch, the incentives, shown in Table D5, are similar. Now, in addition to the
16
ix − CarbonM ix )τ /2 which is again positive there is an efficiency
distributional effect ( 21
CarbonM
A
B

effect −(cC + βC τ − cG − βG τ )/2 which is clearly negative. Thus the game is no longer zero
M ix −
sum, and total social surplus is lower in the scenario with mixed regulation. ( 16
21 CarbonB
ix
CarbonM
A )τ /2 − (cC + βC τ − cG − βG τ )/2 > 0 because the efficiency effect must be small under

inefficient dispatch. This implies that as above each state has an incentive to adopt a rate standard
no matter what the other state is adopting, i.e., adopting a rate standard is a dominant strategy.
The story is quite similar from the perspective of generator profit as shown in Tables D6 and D7.
Again adopting a rate standard is better from a generator’s perspective no matter what the other
state adopts, i.e., a rate standard is a dominant strategy.43 Thus we could expect generators to
lobby for rate standards within their state.
The fact that the distributional effect is not zero sum for the generators adds an interesting
twist. Because total generator profit is highest under mixed regulation, if a firm derived profit
from generation in both states it might have an incentive to lobby for a CAT in one state and a
rate standard in the other state. Alternatively, a firm in one state might offer side payments to a
firm in another state. Since the distributional effect is not zero sum, profits are sufficient that one
42 This
43 This

implies that the game has a unique Nash equilibrium in which both states adopt rate standards.
holds even with inefficient dispatch since the efficiency effect is small, i.e., cC +βC τ −cG −βG τ < σB 0 τ by assumption.
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generator could sufficiently compensate the other for any lost profits.
From a consumer’s perspective, as illustrated in Table D2, the electricity bills are clearly lowest
under a rate standard. However, from the perspective of tax revenue, a CAT is clearly preferred,
since the rate standard raises no revenue. This tax revenue is very valuable since it could be used
strategically to alter support for the policies. For example, if the tax revenue were given to the
firms (for example, through a cap and trade program with free allocation of permits) then the
incentives in Table D7 would look quite different.44
RESULT 6: Consider the normal form of adoption in the four technology model. From the perspective of generator profits, adoption of a rate standard is a dominant strategy. The game is not
zero sum, and generator profits would be higher if one state adopted a CAT and the other adopted
a rate standard.
From the perspective of social welfare, adoption of a rate standard is a dominant strategy. With
efficient dispatch, the game is zero sum. With inefficient dispatch the game is not zero sum and
there is an efficiency penalty if states fail to coordinate.
Here we provide additional details on the four technology model developed in Section B. Specifically, we discuss in detail the calculations for prices, generation costs, generator profits and electricity bills paid by consumers under the unregulated, CAT, rate standard, and mixed scenarios.
As before, Figure 1, panels a-d of the main text illustrates the intuition behind these calculations.
B1.

The unregulated equilibrium

In the absence of carbon regulation, the supply curve is illustrated in Figure E2, and the electricity
price in each hour is determined by Eq. 1. In the two low demand hours, the nuclear capacity is
marginal and the electricity price is cN . If demand is 3 or 4 MWhs, coal-fired generation is marginal,
the electricity price is cC , and the nuclear generation is inframarginal. If demand is 5 or 6 MWhs,
gas-fired generation is marginal, the electricity price is cG , and coal-fired and nuclear generation
are inframarginal. If demand is 7 or 8 MWhs, oil-fired generation is marginal; the electricity price
is cO ; and gas-fired, coal-fired, and nuclear generation are inframarginal.
The total cost of generating electricity is CostE = 3cO +7cG +11cC +15cN because each generation
technology generates three MWhs during the two hours it is marginal and two MWhs in each hour
44 Would CAT be a dominant strategy if the firms got all the revenue? What if tax revenue went to both consumers and
firms?
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it is inframarginal, e.g., nuclear is marginal in two hours and inframarginal in six hours for a total
generation of 15 MWh. Similarly, total carbon emissions are CarbonE = 3βO + 7βG + 11βC + 15βN .
The electricity bill paid by consumers is BillE = 15cO + 11cG + 7cC + 3cN , because in the highest
demand hours, 8 and 7 MWhs are purchased at a price of cO , etc. Profits to the generators per
E = 0, π E = 2(c − c ), π E = 2(c − c ) + 2(c − c ), and π E = 2(c −
MW of capacity are πsO
O
G
O
C
G
C
O
sG
sC
sN

cN ) + 2(cG − cN ) + 2(cC − cN ). Oil-fired generation earns no profit since it is never inframarginal.
Natural gas is inframarginal in two hours and coal is inframarginal in four hours. Each MW of
nuclear generation is inframarginal in six hours and earns positive profit in these six hours.

B2.

Both states adopt CAT regulation

Assume now that generators in both states are subject to a CAT. As before assume that the CAT
is set such that the carbon price equals the social cost of carbon τ , i.e., the carbon price changes
the merit order if it is efficient to change the merit order. Under the assumptions of the model,
the CAT will change the merit order so that gas-fired generation is dispatched before coal-fired
generation. The new merit order is illustrated in Figure 1, panel a.
The electricity price is now set by Eq. 1, and the prices for each hour are shown in Table D1.
Note that the electricity price allows the marginal generator to cover both their generation and
carbon costs. The total electricity bill paid by consumers can be readily calculated from these
prices and is BillCAT = 15(cO + βO τ ) + 11(cC + βC τ ) + 7(cG + βG τ ) + 3(cN + βN τ ).
The total cost of generating electricity is CostCAT = 3cO + 7cC + 11cG + 15cN . Note that
generation costs relative to the unregulated equilibrium increase by CostCAT − CostE = 4(cG − cC )
since gas is dispatched more and coal is dispatched less. However total carbon emissions are now
CarbonCAT = 3βO + 7βC + 11βG + 15βN . Note that carbon emissions decreased by CarbonE −
CarbonCAT = 4(βC − βG ). The benefit of this carbon reduction, 4(βC − βG )τ , is greater than the
abatement cost 4(cG − cC ) by assumption, so reducing carbon emissions is efficient. The CAT also
generates revenue to the carbon certificate holders. This revenue is T RCAT = τ CarbonCAT .
CAT = 0. Coal is inframarginal in
We next turn to profit per MW. Oil is always marginal so πsO
CAT = 2[c + β τ − (c + β τ )]. Gas is inframarginal in four hours so profit is
two hours so πsC
O
O
C
C
CAT = 2[c + β τ + c + β τ − 2(c + β τ )], and nuclear is inframarginal in six hours so profits
πsG
O
O
C
C
G
G
CAT = 2[c + β τ + c + β τ + c + β τ − 3(c + β τ )].45
are πsN
O
O
C
C
G
G
N
N
45 These profits do not include revenue from carbon certificates. If generators were grandfathered certificates, then profits
would be higher depending on the allocation scheme. We analyze certificate revenue separately from generator profits.
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B3.

Both states adopt rate standards

Now assume that both states are subject to a rate standard. As above, assume that the rate
standard is set such that the carbon price is τ , so the rate standard dispatches gas-fired generation
before coal-fired generation. The new merit order is illustrated in Figure 1, panel b. Note that
since demand is perfectly inelastic, the rate standard will be efficient.
The electricity price is now set by the marginal generator to cover generation costs and carbon
costs where the carbon costs are based on emissions relative to the rate standard. Importantly,
this reduces carbon costs for all technologies. The electricity prices for each hour are found from
Eq. 1 and are shown in Table D1.
Because the merit order under the rate standard is identical to the merit order under the CAT
and because demand is perfectly inelastic, the rate standard results in the same carbon emissions
and electricity generation as the CAT. Thus CarbonRS = CarbonCAT and CostRS = CostCAT ,
i.e., the abatement costs and carbon reductions are identical when both states adopt CAT or rate
standards.
The electricity bill can be calculated by examining the electricity prices in Table D1. In each hour,
the electricity price is σs τ lower than it is under the CAT. Thus the electricity bill is BillRS =
BillCAT − 36σs τ because each of the 36 MWhs is purchased at a lower price. Note that since
σs = CarbonRS /36, this implies that BillRS = BillCAT − T RCAT . The electricity bills and the tax
revenue (if any) for the different policies are compared in Table D2.
Since carbon certificates for the rate standard are created by generators with emissions rates below
the standard, we include any carbon market revenue directly in the generator’s profits. As above,
we note that the electricity price in each period is reduced by σs τ relative to the CAT. However,
RS = π CAT = 0,
the generator’s carbon costs are also reduced by σs τ relative to the CAT. Thus: πso
so
RS = π CAT , π RS = π CAT , and π RS = π CAT .46 These profits are illustrated in Table D3.
πsc
sc
sg
sg
sn
sn

B4.

Mixed adoption of CAT and rate standards

Now assume that state A adopts a CAT and state B adopts a rate standard. As above, assume
both standards are set such that the carbon price is τ . These carbon prices insure that the merit
order is correct within each state. However, they do not insure that the merit order is correct across
the states. Note that the carbon costs for technology i are βi τ in state A and (βi − σB )τ in state B.
46 For example, profits to coal-fired generation are π RS = 2[c +(β −σ )τ −(c +(β −σ )τ )] = 2[c +β τ −(c +β τ )] =
s
s
O
O
C
C
O
O
C
C
sc
CAT .
πsc
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This difference in carbon prices across the states can lead to an inefficient merit order. Recall from
Section B, if cC + (βC − σB )τ < cG + βG τ < cC + βC τ rate standard coal is dispatched before CAT
gas and the merit order is no longer efficient. Therefore, we analyze two cases: efficient dispatch
where cC + βC τ − (cG + βG τ ) > σB τ and inefficient dispatch where cC + βC τ − (cG + βG τ ) < σB τ
i.

Efficient dispatch. — We assume here that the difference between the full costs of coal and gas is

large, i.e., we assume cC + βC τ − (cG + βG τ ) > σB τ so that cC + (βC − σB )τ > cG + βG τ . The new
merit order is illustrated in Figure 1, panel c. Note in particular, that the merit order is efficient
since gas is dispatched before coal.
As above, the electricity price is set by the marginal generator to cover generation costs and
carbon costs where the carbon costs depend on the state of the generator. Although the merit
order is efficient, the full marginal costs are not equal across the states and the CAT technology is
always dispatched before the rate-standard technology.
The electricity generation cost can be determined directly from the merit order. Since the merit
order is efficient, the costs are equal to the costs if both states had CATs or rate standards. However,
the electricity generation, generation costs, and carbon emissions are no longer equal across the
two states. Only 16 MWhs are generated in state A and 20 MWhs are generated in state B. The
0

0

ix = 7c + 5c + 3c + c and in state B is CostM ix =
total cost of generation in state A is CostM
N
G
C
O
A
B
0

ix = 7β + 5β + 3β + β
8cN + 6cG + 4cC + 2cO . Similarly, the carbon emissions are CarbonM
N
G
C
O
A
0

ix = 8β + 6β + 4β + 2β .
and CarbonM
N
G
C
O
B

The electricity prices allow us to calculate the consumer’s total electricity bill. Comparing to
the CAT prices, we see the consumers purchase 11 MWhs at a discount of σB 0 τ when oil, gas, and
0

nuclear generation subject to rate standards are on the margin. Thus BillM ix = BillCAT −16σB 0 τ .
We next turn to the generator profits. The profit for the generators in state A can be found by
comparing their profit with that of generators if both states had CATs. The oil-fired generation is
0

M ix = 0. The coal-fired generation is only inframarginal in the two
never inframarginal and hence πAo

hours in which oil is marginal. In one of these two hours, the marginal oil-fired generator is subject
to a CAT, but in the other hour the marginal oil-fired generator is subject to a rate standard so
the price is lower in this hour by σB 0 τ . Thus the profits are lower by σB 0 τ relative to the CAT
0

M ix = π CAT − σ 0 τ. The gas-fired generator is inframarginal in four hours. In two
profit, i.e., πAc
B
sc

of these hours the marginal generator is subject to a rate standard, so the price is lower by σB 0 τ .
0

M ix = π CAT − 2σ 0 τ. The nuclear generator in state A
Thus the gas-fired generator’s profits are πAg
B
sg
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is inframarginal in six hours, and in three of those hours the marginal generator is subject to a rate
0

M ix = π CAT − 3σ 0 τ .
standard, so the profits are πAn
B
sn

Now consider the generators in state B subject to a rate standard. Again, we can compare them
to profits when both states adopt CAT or rate standards since these two profits are equal. First
consider the oil-fired generation. Now the generator is inframarginal in one hour and earns profit
0

M ix = σ 0 τ . Next consider the coal-fired generation. It is inframarginal in three hours: In one
πBo
B

of those hours it earns no additional profit since the rate-standard oil fired generation is on the
margin; and in two of the hours it earns additional profit of σB 0 τ since a CAT generator is on the
0

M ix = π CAT + 2σ 0 τ . Next turn to the
margin and the price is higher. Thus the profits are πBc
B
sc

gas-fired generator. This generator is inframarginal in five hours. In three of those hours, a CAT
0

M ix = π CAT + 3σ 0 τ . Finally,
generator is marginal so the price is higher by σB 0 τ . So the profit is πBg
B
sg

the nuclear generation is inframarginal in seven hours and in four of those hours a CAT generator
0

M ix = π CAT + 4σ 0 τ .
is marginal so the profit is πBn
B
sn

We now turn to the distribution of the welfare across the two states. For state A which is subject
to a CAT, welfare is the sum of profit and tax revenue less its electricity bill and carbon damages.
Thus we have:
0

0

0

0

M ix
ix
ix
WAM ix = π − 6σB 0 τ + T RA
− (BillCAT − 16σB 0 τ )/2 − (CarbonM
+ CarbonM
)τ /2
A
B

0

0

ix
ix
)τ /2
− CarbonM
= Ws + 2σB 0 τ + (CarbonM
B
A

4
ix0
ix0
)τ /2.
= Ws + (CarbonM
− CarbonM
B
A
5
For state B, there is no tax revenue, so
0

0

0

ix
ix
WBM ix = π + 10σB 0 τ − (BillCAT − 15σB 0 τ )/2 − (CarbonM
+ CarbonM
)τ /2
A
B

0

0

ix
ix
= Ws + 18σB 0 τ − (CarbonM
+ CarbonM
)τ /2
A
B

4
ix0
ix0
= Ws + (−CarbonM
+ CarbonM
)τ /2.
B
A
5
The distribution of welfare for the policies is reported in Table D4.
0

0

ix − 4 CarbonM ix which can be
Whether the welfare exceeds Ws , depends on the sign of CarbonM
A
B
5

written as (7− 45 8)βN +(5− 54 6)βG +(3− 45 4)βC +(1− 45 2)βO . These coefficients are 0.6, 0.2, −0.2, and
0

0

ix − 4 CarbonM ix
−0.6. Since βN < βG < βC < βO , this weighted average is negative and CarbonM
A
B
5
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0

0

is negative. Note also that WAM ix + WBM ix = 2Ws , since dispatch is efficient.
Inefficient dispatch. — We assume here that the difference between the full costs of coal and gas is

small, i.e., we assume cC +βC τ −(cG +βG τ ) < σB τ so that cC +(βC −σB )τ < cG +βG τ < cC +βC τ .47
The new merit order is illustrated in Figure 1, panel d. Note in particular, that the merit order is
no longer efficient since rate-standard coal is dispatched before CAT gas.
As above, the electricity price is set by the marginal generator to cover generation costs and
carbon costs. However, now the the carbon costs depend on the state of the generator. These
electricity prices (from Eq. 1 or Eq. 1) are illustrated in Table D1.
The electricity generation cost can be determined directly from the merit order. In particular,
since the mixed merit order dispatches one MW of coal before one MW of gas (relative to the
efficient merit order), the generation costs decrease by cC − cG but carbon emissions increase by
βC − βG . Note also that the electricity generation, generation costs, and carbon emissions are no
longer equal across the two states. Note that only 15 MWhs are generated in state A and 21 MWhs
ix = 7c + 4c + 3c + c
are generated in state B. The total cost of generation in state A is CostM
N
G
C
O
A
ix = 8c +6c +5c +2c . Similarly, the carbon emissions are CarbonM ix =
and in state B is CostM
N
G
C
O
B
A
ix = 8β + 6β + 5β + 2β .
7βN + 4βG + 3βC + βO and CarbonM
N
G
C
O
B

The electricity prices allow us to calculate the consumer’s total electricity bill. We can either compare the prices to the rate-standard prices or the CAT prices. Comparing to the CAT prices, we see
the consumers purchase 11 MWhs at a discount of σB τ when oil, gas, and nuclear generation subject
to rate standards are on the margin. When rate-standard coal is on the margin the electricity bill is
lower by 4(σB τ −cC −βC τ +cG +βG τ ) and when CAT gas is on the margin the electricity bill is higher
by 5(cG +βG τ −cC −βC τ ). (See Table D1.) Thus BillM ix = BillCAT −15σB τ +cG +βG τ −cC −βC τ .
We next turn to the generator profits, which are listed in Table D3. The profit for the generators
in state A can be found by comparing their profit with that of generators if both states had CATs.
M ix = 0. The coal-fired generation
The oil-fired generation is never inframarginal and hence πAo

is only inframarginal in the two hours in which oil is marginal. In one of these two hours, the
marginal oil-fired generator is subject to a CAT, but in the other hour the marginal oil-fired
generator is subject to a rate standard so the price is lower in this hour by σB τ . Thus the profits
M ix = π CAT − σ τ. The gas-fired generator
are lower by σB τ relative to the CAT profit, i.e., πAc
B
sc

is inframarginal in three hours. In one of these hours the marginal generator is subject to a
rate standard, so the price is lower by σB τ . However, the gas-fired generator also would have
47 If

we assume a smaller carbon price, this condition will hold.
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been inframarginal four hours if both states had a CAT. Thus the gas-fired generator’s profits are
M ix = π CAT − σ τ − (c + β τ − (c + β τ )). The nuclear generator in state A is inframarginal
πAg
B
C
C
G
G
sg

in six hours, and in three of those hours the marginal generator is subject to a rate standard, so
M ix = π CAT − 3σ τ .
the profits are πAn
B
sn

Now consider the generators in state B subject to a rate standard. Again, we can compare
them to profits when both states adopt CAT or rate standards because total profits are equal
in these cases. First, consider the oil-fired generation. Under mixed regulation, the generator is
M ix = σ τ . Next, consider the coal-fired generation.
inframarginal in one hour and earns profit πBo
B

It is now inframarginal in four hours: In one of those hours it earns no additional profit since the
rate-standard oil-fired generation is on the margin; in two of the hours it earns additional profit of
σB τ since a CAT generator is on the margin and the price is higher; and in one hour the gas-fired
CAT plant is on the margin so additional profits are cG + βG τ − (cC + (βC − σB )τ ). Thus the
M ix = π CAT + 3σ τ + c + β τ − c − β τ . Next turn to the gas-fired generator. This
profits are πBc
B
G
G
C
C
sc

generator is inframarginal in five hours. In three of those hours, a CAT generator is marginal so
M ix = π CAT + 3σ τ . Finally, the nuclear generation
the price is higher by σB τ . So the profit is πBg
B
sg

is inframarginal in seven hours and in four of those hours a CAT generator is marginal so the price
M ix = π CAT + 4σ τ .
is higher by σB τ . So the profit is πBn
B
sn

Before turning to the distribution of surplus across the policies, we first analyze total welfare.
We define a state’s welfare, W as the sum of producer surplus and consumer surplus plus any tax
revenue less half of carbon damages.48 Because demand is here perfectly inelastic, gross consumer
surplus is undefined in this model. However, gross consumer surplus is always the same, since the
same amount of electricity is consumed. Thus the state’s welfare is the sum of profits and tax
revenue less the electricity bill and carbon damages. If both states adopt either a CAT or a rate
standard, then welfare is equal across states and across policies, since electricity generation and
carbon emissions are identical across the policies. In either of these cases, welfare for each state
CAT + π CAT + π CAT + π CAT = π RS + π RS + π RS + π RS .
equals Ws ≡ π CAT − BillCAT /2 where π ≡ πO
G
C
N
O
G
C
N

Note that for the CAT, the tax revenue exactly offsets the carbon damanges and for the rate
standard, the reduced electricity bill exactly offsets the carbon damages.
Under mixed regulation, Table D3 shows that total profits exceed profits under a CAT or rate
standards by 6σB τ + 2(cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ ). We also showed above that BillM ix = BillCAT −

48 Intuitively,

we spread carbon damages equally across the two states.
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15σB τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ . This implies that:
M ix
M ix
M ix
ix
ix
WAM ix + WBM ix = πA
+ πB
+ T RA
− BillM ix − (CarbonM
+ CarbonM
A
B )τ

ix
CAT
= 2π + 6σB τ + 2(cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ ) − CarbonM
− 15σB τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ ]
B τ − [Bill
ix
CAT
= 2π + 21σB τ − CarbonM
+ cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ
B τ − Bill

= 2π − BillCAT + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ
= 2Ws + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ
That welfare decreases by cC + βC τ − cG − βG τ under the mixed regulation is quite intuitive.
Under the mixed regulation, more electricity is generated from the coal-fired technology and less is
generated from the gas-fired technology. This results in lower generation costs, but higher carbon
costs and, hence, lower welfare.

We now turn to the distribution of the welfare across the two states. For state A which is subject
to a CAT, welfare is the sum of profit and tax revenue less its electricity bill and carbon damages.
Thus we have:
M ix
WAM ix = π − 5σB τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ + T RA
− (BillCAT − 15σB τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ )/2

ix
ix
− (CarbonM
+ CarbonM
A
B )τ /2

5
ix
ix
− CarbonM
= Ws + σB τ + (cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ )/2 + (CarbonM
A
B )τ /2
2
16
ix
ix
= Ws + (cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ )/2 + (CarbonM
− CarbonM
A
B )τ /2.
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For state B, there is no tax revenue, so
WBM ix = π + 11σB τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ − (BillCAT − 15σB τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ )/2
ix
ix
− (CarbonM
+ CarbonM
A
B )τ /2

37
ix
ix
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A
B )τ /2
2
16
ix
ix
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A
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= Ws +

The distribution of welfare for the policies is reported in Table D5.
ix − 16 CarbonM ix which can be written as
Whether the welfare exceeds Ws , depends on CarbonM
A
B
21
16
16
16
(7 − 16
21 8)βN + (4 − 21 6)βG + (3 − 21 5)βC + (1 − 21 2)βO . Since βN = 0 and all the other coefficients
ix −
are negative, CarbonM
A

16
M ix
21 CarbonB

is clearly negative.

Details of numerical simulations

Investment in new conventional and renewable capacity
In our simulations we consider a medium-term time horizon where there is entry of new generation
that supplements existing capacity. This new entry is market driven, and in equilibrium requires
sufficient market revenues to cover the (annualized) capital costs of new generation. Formally,
hourly production from conventional generation plant i is constrained to not exceed the installed
capacity of that plant.

qsit ≤ CAPsi ∀i, t.
For some technologies we consider new investment, which in equilibrium equates annual operating
profits to annualized capital costs. In those scenarios the annualized capital cost of each new MW
of capacity is an additional cost that is present in the objective function that maximizes social
welfare.
For investment in wind resources, we need to consider the intermittent availability of the resource.
From the WECC we have data on projected hourly wind output for resources in each region under
a hypothetical WECC-wide 20% renewable portfolio standard (see Bushnell, 2011). These hourly
production profiles are aggregated to the same subregion level that other market variables have
been aggregated to. The result is an hourly capacity factor, CFst for new wind facilities that is
expressed as a fraction of the overall new capacity that is built by the model. For wind plant j in
state s, output in time t would constrained such that

qsjt ≤ CAPsj ∗ CFst ∀j, t
.
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C1.

Market demand

To construct our demand functions, we assume linear demand that passes through the mean
price and quantity for each representative time period and region. End-use consumption, as defined
above, in each region is represented by the demand function Qr,t = αr,t − βr pr,t , yielding an inverse
demand curve defined as
prt =

αr,t −

P

i qrit

− yi,t

βr

where yr,t is the aggregate net imports into region r.
The parameter αrt is calibrated so that, for a given βr , Qactual
= αr,t − βr pactual
. In other words,
r,t
r,t
the demand curve is shifted so that it passes through the average of the observed price quantity pairs
for that collection of hours. To derive actual demand, FERC form 714 provides hourly total enduse consumption by control-area which we aggregate to the North American Electric Reliability
Commission (NERC) sub-region level. We utilize the full data on all regions of the west. We
consolidate the 8760 individual hours of the year into a more tractable 80 hours of representative
demand levels by grouping similar hours into a single representative one. The choice of bins is
based upon the division of California load for each season into 20 equal sized bins of load. Actual
demand in each western region is then averaged over those same hours to create a representative
hour for that bin. For example, there were nine hours in the highest demand bin for the winter of
2007. These include 5 hours from October 24 and 4 from December 12, essentially the two peak
days in that season. All the relevant statistics for each NERC subregion are averaged over those 9
hours to create a single peak hour in the simulation.49
For electricity prices, we use hourly market prices in California and monthly average prices taken
from the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) for the non-market regions.50
We utilize an extremely low value for the slopes of the linear demand curve. We assume a low
end-use elasticity with respect to our prices for several reasons. First, the “prices our model is
capturing are hourly varying wholesale power prices. For almost all customers in the western U.S.
the regulatory process strongly dilutes the fluctuations in these prices in their flow through to retail
prices. It is extremely difficult to capture all the complexities of the relationship between wholesale
and retail prices, but our choice of a low elasticity is partly in recognition of this dilution. Second,
49 Note that this does not force each region to peak during this time, only that our simulation hour 80 would have a demand
level for, say, the Rocky Mountains that reflects that average in WY and CO during those same 9 hours.
50 To obtain hourly prices in regions outside of California, we calculate the mean difference by season between the California
prices and prices in other regions. This mean difference is then applied to the hourly California price to obtain an hourly
regional price for states outside of California. Because demand in the model is very inelastic, the results are not very sensitive
to this benchmark price method.
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as discussed elsewhere, retail rates include charges not related to generation costs or prices. This
again dilutes the effect of a wholesale energy price change on an end-use bill. Last, estimates of
“mid-term elasticities (annual or bi-annual changes) have for the most part produced relatively
low values For example, in an early review article Taylor (1975) finds short-run price elasticities of
electricity demand for residential consumers on the order of 0.15 with some estimates as high as
0.90. Commercial and industrial demand elasticities are estimated at 0.17 and 0.22 in the short-run.
More recently, Kamerschen and Porter (2004) estimate total electricity demand elasticities in the
range of 0.13 to 0.15 using US annual data from 1978 to 2008. Reiss and White (2005) estimate a
mean elasticity of 0.39 for households in California while Ito (2014) estimates values consistently
less than 0.10. Because the CPP affects the price of energy and approximately half of consumers’
rate is related to non-energy charges, such as transmission, the response of consumers to changes
in wholesale energy prices is likely even smaller. Therefore, the slope of the demand curve is set so
that the median elasticity in each region is -.05.51
C2.

Fossil-fired generation costs and emissions

We explicitly model the major fossil-fired thermal units in each electric system. Because of
the legacy of cost-of-service regulation, relatively reliable data on the production costs of thermal
generation units are available. The cost of fuel comprises the major component of the marginal
cost of thermal generation. The marginal cost of a modeled generation unit is estimated to be the
sum of its direct fuel, CO2 , and variable operation and maintenance (VO&M) costs. Fuel costs
can be calculated by multiplying the price of fuel, which varies by region, by a unit’s ‘heat rate,’ a
measure of its fuel-efficiency.
The capacity of a generating unit is reduced to reflect the probability of a forced outage of each
unit. The available capacity of generation unit i, is taken to be (1 − f ofi ) ∗ capi , where capi is the
summer-rated capacity of the unit and f ofi is the forced outage factor reflecting the probability
of the unit being completely down at any given time.52 Unit forced outage factors are taken from
the generator availability data system (GADS) data that are collected by the North American
Reliability Councils. These data aggregate generator outage performance by technology, age, and
region. State-level derated fossil generation capacity is shown in Table D8.
Figure 2 illustrates the merit order, including carbon costs, for all simulated (large fossil) plants
51 Because the market is modeled as perfectly competitive, the results are relatively insensitive to the elasticity assumption,
as price is set at the marginal cost of system production and the range of prices is relatively modest.
52 This approach to modeling unit availability is similar to Wolfram (1999) and Bushnell, Mansur and Saravia (2008).
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included in the simulation. The location of a specific plant on the horizontal axis corresponds to its
social marginal cost based upon a carbon cost of $35/ton. Coal generation is represented by red +
symbols while gas generation is represented by green x symbols. The lower solid line displays the
private marginal costs of the same units. One can see how the $35 carbon price shifts some low-cost
gas generation to the base of the supply order, displacing low cost coal, which after applying carbon
costs shift to the middle of the supply order.
C3.

Transmission network

Our regional markets are highly aggregated geographically. The region we model is the electricity
market contained within the U.S. portion of the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC).
The WECC is the organization responsible for coordinating the planning investment, and general
operating procedures of electricity networks in most states west of the Mississippi. The multiple
sub-networks, or control areas, contained within this region are aggregated into four “sub-regions.”
Between (and within) these regions are over 50 major transmission interfaces, or paths. Due to
both computational and data considerations, we have aggregated this network into a simplified 5
region network consisting primarily of the 4 major subregions.53 Figure E3 illustrates the areas
covered by these regions. The states in white, plus California, constitute the U.S. participants in
the WECC.
Mathematically, we adopt an approach utilized by Metzler, et al. (2003), to represent the transmission arbitrage conditions as another set of constraints. Under the assumptions of a direct-current
(DC) load-flow model, the transmission ‘flow’ induced by a marginal injection of power at location
l can be represented by a power transfer distribution factor, P T DFlk , which maps injections at
locations, l, to flows over individual transmission paths k. Within this framework, the arbitrage
condition will implicitly inject and consume power, yl,t , to maximize available and feasible arbitrage
profits as defined by
Transmission models such as these utilize a “swing hub” from which other marginal changes in
the network are measured relative to. We use the California region as this hub. In other words,
an injection of power, yl,t ≥ 0, at location l is assumed to be withdrawn in California. The welfare
maximization objective function is therefore subject to the flow limits on the transmission network,
particularly the line capacities, Tk :
53 The final “node” in the network consists of the Intermountain power plant in Utah. This plant is connected to southern
California by a high-capacity DC line, and is often considered to be electrically part of California. However under some
regulatory scenarios, it would not in fact be part of California for GHG purposes, it is represented as a separate location that
connects directly to California.
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−T k ≤ P T DFl,k · yl,t ≤ T k .
Given the aggregated level of the network, we model the relative impedance of each set of major
pathways as roughly inverse to their voltage levels. The network connecting AZNM and the NWPP
to CA is higher voltage (500 KV) than the predominantly 345 KV network connecting the other
regions. For our purposes, we assume that these lower voltage paths yield 5/3 the impedance of
the direct paths to CA. Flow capacities over these interfaces are based upon WECC data, and
aggregate the available capacities of aggregate transmission paths between regions.
The congestion pricing model described above captures regional transmission congestion costs
(in the form of locationally varying prices). System charges (e.g. fixed or volumetric access fees)
are not explicitly modeled but are implicitly present through the calibration of the base case with
2007 outcomes. Our underlying assumption is that these charges would not be dependent upon
the specific environmental regulation adopted by the state. The same is true for transmission
losses. The level of transmission represented here is the very high voltage interconnections between
regions, where losses are modest ( 3% for 500 kV) relative to more local lower voltage networks.
To the extent that some scenarios lead to increased flows, losses would increase somewhat and we
are understating costs, but we think these differences are relatively modest.
C4.

Hydro, renewable and other generation

Generation capacity and annual energy production for each of our regions is reported by technology type in Tables D8 and D9. We lack data on the hourly production quantities for the production
from renewable resources, hydro-electric resources, combined heat and power, and small thermal
resources that comprise the “non-CEMS” category. By construction, the aggregate production from
these resources will be the difference between market demand in a given hour, and the amount of
generation from large thermal (CEMS) units in that hour. In effect we are assuming that, under our CO2 regulation counter-factual, the operations of non-modeled generation (e.g., renewable
and hydro) plants would not have changed. This is equivalent to assuming that compliance with
the CO2 reduction goals of a cap-and-trade program will be achieved through the reallocation of
production within the set of modeled plants.54
54 We believe that this is a reasonable assumption for two reasons. First the vast majority of the CO emissions from this
2
sector come from these modeled resources. Indeed, data availability is tied to emissions levels since the data are reported
through environmental compliance to existing regulations. Second, the total production from “clean” sources is unlikely to
change in the short-run. The production of low carbon electricity is driven by natural resource availability (e.g., rain, wind,
solar) or, in the case of combined heat and power (CHP), to non-electricity production decisions.
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Non-CEMS production is derived by aggregating CEMS production by NERC sub-region, and
calculating the difference for each region between hourly demand, hourly net-imports, and hourly
CEMS production for that sub-region. Since the hourly demand data, which come from FERC
714, is aggregated to the sub-regional level, both those data and non-CEMS production, which is
derived in part from the load data must be allocated to individual states for purposes of calculating
the state-level impacts of different policies. This is done by calculating a state’s share of total
electricity consumption, and of non CHP fossil production, for allocating load and production,
respectively. We take these data from the Energy Information Administration Detailed State Data
section (http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/state/). The original source of the load data is EIA
form 861 and of the generation data is EIA form 860. Most states are assigned completely to on
NERC sub-region, with the exception of Nevada, where 75% of the load and of the non-CEMS
production is allocated to the AZNMNV sub-region, with the remaining 25% being allocated to
the NWPP sub-region.

C5.

Decomposition of benefits and costs

The choice of regulatory instrument carries very different implications for different stakeholders
in each state. One key division is between electricity consumers and producers. We calculate
producer surplus in the conventional way, but it is worth noting that in some states much of the
generation remains regulated. In these states, one could consider the producer surplus as accruing
to ratepayers (e.g. consumers).
Another distinction is between sources that will be covered (regulated) under the clean power
plan and those that are not (unregulated). All generation sources are assumed to earn the market
clearing wholesale electricity price for their region. Only the covered sources are exposed to the
costs and incentives created by the CO2 regulation.
For this analysis we make the assumption that all regulated sources are included in our dataset
and that the difference between hourly measured output from CEMS and measured demand is
comprised of generation from non-regulated sources such as large hydro electric, renewable, and
renewable generation. Current EPA proposals apply a more complex formula to renewable and
nuclear generation, so this assumption is an approximation. From our data we can calculate an
estimate of hourly regional non-CEMS, i.e. uncovered generation. Recall that our measure of
non-CEMS generation was derived by taking the difference between regional demand less CEMS
generation less net imports into a region.
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C6.

Additional results on supply side effects

Appendix Figure E4 illustrates the merit order that arises if states fail to harmonize their ratestandards. The figure plots the supply curve for a rate standard (West-wide Rate) and compares
it with state-by-state rate standards (State Rates). As in the case of state-level CATs, Figure 3,
the state-by-state rates “scramble” the merit order and are an additional source of inefficiency.
An additional complication arises with state-level rate standards compared to state-level CAT
standards. If states adopt, state-level CAT standards, but allow for trading across states, then
the inefficiency will no longer exist; trading equalizes the shadow value of the CAT constraints
across the states. Allowing for trading within state-specific rate standards does not eliminate the
inefficiency. Trading across states will equate the shadow value of the state-specific constraints,
but as long as the rate targets vary across states, this merit order will be scrambled.
C7.

Additional results on equilibrium market impacts

Table D10 calculates social welfare changes for each state, as well as the two blocks of states
discussed in the main text, under each of the scenarios. We assume carbon-market revenues are
returned to consumers and producers in a lump-sum fashion. State Carbon damages are populationweighted and are based on a social cost of carbon of $43 per MT. This table makes clear the divergent
incentives of coastal and inland states. The coastal states prefer a single rate standard, Scenario
3, while inland states are most harmed by such a standard. The intuition for this result is that
coastal generation sources are, on average, cleaner than inland generators. Therefore under a single
rate standard, more coastal generators are implicitly subsidized, while more inland generators are
taxed, giving coastal power plants a competitive advantage when the market operates under a rate
standard. On the other hand, inland states prefer a west-wide CAT standard, scenario 1. This
result is driven in part by AZ where profits for uncovered generation are higher under CAT.
Table D11 focuses on changes in producer surplus. Here the incentives across states are more
aligned, since producer surplus depends heavily on equilibrium electricity prices. Producers in both
coastal and inland states prefer CAT standards, which as we have shown, lead to large increases
in the price of electricity. Across Scenarios 5 through 8, each block of states prefers to face rate
standards. Intuitively, a rate standard in the generator’s region makes compliance less costly but
a CAT in the neighboring region yields higher electricity prices there, and increases profits from
exports. Further, we find coastal generators benefit, relative to business-as-usual scenarios, when
the coast has rate-based regulation and the inland region has a CAT.
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C8.

Additional results on incentives to form a west-wide coalition

Here were present several different normal form representations of the incentives to form coalitions
and to adopt either coordinate or uncoordinated regulation. While the main text presents incentives
for regulators and key stakeholder groups, the results presented here provide additional insight into
the potential forces at work in policy deliberations. We first discuss social welfare effects.
As discussed in the previous section, social welfare is highest for coastal states under a westwide rate standard and welfare is highest for inland states under a west-wide CAT. The normal
form representation in Table D12 provides a more nuanced interpretation. From a social welfare
perspective, the coastal coalition prefers a CAT when inland adopts a CAT but prefers a ratestandard when the inland region adopts a rate. However, the inland region prefers a CAT whether
the coast adopts a CAT or rate-standard. Therefore, CAT/CAT is a Nash equilibrium from a social
welfare perspective.
We can better understand the profit results of the previous section by looking at the effects
separately for covered and un-covered generators. Covered generators always prefer rate standards.
On the coast, covered generator profits are higher under a rate-standard regardless of whether
inland adopts a CAT or a rate. Similarly, inland generator profits decrease less under a rate than
under a CAT standard. Therefore, from the perspective of covered generators a west-wide rate is
preferred. On the other hand, uncovered generators are not subject to regulation and prefer the
higher electricity prices under CAT standards. As the last panel of Table D12 shows, CAT/CAT is
the Nash equilibrium from the perspective of covered generators. As in the main text, these results
show the incentives of stakeholder groups may not support formation of the efficient west-wide
CAT coalition.
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Appendix Tables
Table D1—: Prices in different hours under the four scenarios.
MW
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CAT
cN + βN τ
cN + βN τ
cG + βG τ
cG + βG τ
cC + βC τ
cC + βC τ
cO + βO τ
cO + βO τ

Rate
standard
cN + (βN − σs )τ
cN + (βN − σs )τ
cG + (βG − σs )τ
cG + (βG − σs )τ
cC + (βC − σs )τ
cC + (βC − σs )τ
cO + (βO − σs )τ
cO + (βO − σs )τ

Mixed regulation:
efficient dispatch
cN + (βN − σB )τ
cN + βN τ
cG + (βG − σB )τ
cG + βG τ
cC + (βC − σB )τ
cC + βC τ
cO + (βO − σB )τ
cO + βO τ

Mixed regulation:
inefficient dispatch
cN + (βN − σB 0 )τ
cN + βN τ
cG + (βG − σB 0 )τ
cC + (βC − σB 0 )τ
cG + βG τ
cC + βC τ
cO + (βO − σB 0 )τ
cO + βO τ

Table D2—: Generation costs, carbon emissions, electricity bills, and carbon tax revenue under
the four scenarios.

Cost
Carbon
Bill
TR

CAT
CostCAT
CarbonCAT
BillCAT
T RCAT

Rate
standard
CostCAT
CarbonCAT
BillCAT − T RCAT
0

Mixed regulation:
efficient dispatch
CostCAT
CarbonCAT
BillCAT − 16σB τ
T RM ix , 0
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BillCAT

Mixed regulation:
inefficient dispatch
CostCAT − (cG − cC )
CarbonCAT + (βC − βG )
− 15σB 0 τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ
0
T RM ix , 0

Table D3—: Profits for the four technologies in the two states for the four scenarios.
StateRate
Mixed regulation
Mixed regulation
technology
CAT
standard efficient dispatch
inefficient dispatch
A-oil
πO = 0 πO = 0
πO = 0
πO = 0
B-oil
πO = 0 πO = 0
πO + σB τ
πO + σB 0 τ
A-coal
πC
πC
πC − σB τ
πC − σB 0 τ
Note:
0
πC
πC
πC + 2σB τ
πC + 3σB τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ
B-coal
A-gas
πG
πG
πG − 2σB τ
πG − σB 0 τ + cG + βG τ − cC − βC τ
πG
πG
πG + 3σB τ
πG + 3σB 0 τ
B-gas
A-nuke
πN
πN
πN − 3σB τ
πN − 3σB 0 τ
B-nuke
πN
πN
πN + 4σB τ
πN + 4σB 0 τ
In the scenarios with mixed regulation, State A adopts a CAT and State B adopts a rate standard.

Table D4—: Comparison of welfare in each state across the policies: efficient dispatch.

CAT
Rate standard

CAT
Ws
Ws
ix − CarbonM ix )τ /2
Ws + ( 45 CarbonM
B
A
ix − CarbonM ix )τ /2
Ws − ( 45 CarbonM
B
A

Rate standard
.
.
Ws
Ws

Table D5—: Comparison of welfare in each state across the policies: inefficient dispatch.

CAT
Rate standard

CAT
Ws
Ws
16
M
ix
M
ix
Ws + ( 21 CarbonB − CarbonA )τ /2 − (cC + βC τ − cG − βG τ )/2
M ix − CarbonM ix )τ /2 − (c + β τ − c − β τ )/2
Ws − ( 16
C
C
G
G
A
21 CarbonB

Table D6—: Comparison of each state’s profit across the policies: efficient dispatch.

CAT
Rate standard

CAT
π
π
π + 10σB τ
π − 6σB τ

Rate Standard
.
.
π
π

Table D7—: Comparison of each state’s profit across the policies: inefficient dispatch.

CAT
Rate standard

CAT
π
π
π + 11σB 0 τ − (cC + βC τ − cG − βG τ )
π − 5σB 0 τ − (cC + βC τ − cG − βG τ )
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Rate standard
.
.
π
π

Rate standard
.
.
Ws
Ws

Table D8—: Derated CEMS (Fossil) Generation Capacity (MW) by State and Fuel Type
State
AZ
CA
CO
ID
MT
NM
NV
OR
UT
WA
WY
Total

Coal
4833
0
4049
222
1984
3312
950
484
3762
1184
4810
25591

CCGT
7875
11015
1476
335
0
496
2943
1967
884
1358
60
28409

Gas St
1009
12534
96
0
0
337
476
88
206
107
0
14853

Gas CT
528
2728
1569
0
0
383
517
0
319
0
0
6044

Oil
0
496
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
496

Total
14244
26773
7190
556
1984
4528
4887
2539
5171
2649
4870
75392

Table D9—: Actual and Simulated Output and Emissions by State
State
AZ
CA
CO
ID
MT
NM
NV
OR
UT
WA
WY
Totals

Uncovered
Gen (GWh)
35.85
127.68
4.73
9.97
10.46
2.21
5.97
42.48
1.66
92.83
2.51
336.35

Actual (EIA)
Covered
Gen (GWh)
77.49
83.16
49.18
1.52
18.47
33.78
26.70
12.60
43.71
14.16
43.13
403.90

Emissions
MMTon
54.90
37.20
42.10
0.62
19.60
31.60
15.60
7.42
37.70
11.40
44.80
302.93
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Simulated Baseline
Uncovered
Covered Emissions
Gen (GWh) Gen (GWh)
MMTon
54.81
75.60
55.71
123.03
86.99
35.23
13.63
44.09
41.94
7.75
1.34
0.66
8.14
17.38
19.78
3.38
31.27
33.10
8.01
26.36
15.74
33.03
18.71
10.43
1.29
39.18
36.57
72.19
18.83
14.73
7.23
42.14
45.55
332.48
401.90
309.45

30
$22.41
$0.18
$51.39

Inland Total

Transmission Profits

Total

+ $2.01

+ $0.02

+ $0.50

- $0.10

+ $0.17

+ $0.02

- $0.05

+ $0.01

- $0.00

- $0.28

+ $0.74

+ $1.49

+ $0.33

+ $0.17

+ $0.99

1
CAT

+ $1.81

- $0.03

+ $0.30

- $0.15

+ $0.00

+ $0.06

- $0.02

- $0.08

+ $0.07

+ $0.04

+ $0.38

+ $1.54

+ $0.26

+ $0.17

+ $1.11

2
CATs

+ $2.04

+ $0.01

- $0.98

- $0.67

- $0.21

+ $0.15

- $0.21

- $0.22

+ $0.22

- $0.06

+ $0.03

+ $3.01

+ $0.27

+ $0.21

+ $2.53

3
Rate

+ $1.57

+ $0.14

- $0.81

- $0.56

- $0.07

+ $0.11

- $0.14

- $0.17

+ $0.24

- $0.06

- $0.14

+ $2.24

+ $0.22

+ $0.17

+ $1.85

4
Rates

+ $1.69

+ $0.10

- $0.82

- $0.64

- $0.17

+ $0.17

- $0.19

- $0.21

+ $0.22

- $0.06

+ $0.07

+ $2.41

+ $0.31

+ $0.18

+ $1.92

5
CAT Rate

+ $1.40

+ $0.13

- $0.91

- $0.55

- $0.08

+ $0.10

- $0.15

- $0.17

+ $0.23

- $0.09

- $0.20

+ $2.19

+ $0.29

+ $0.17

+ $1.73

6
CAT Rates

+ $1.34

- $0.10

+ $0.01

- $0.18

+ $0.09

+ $0.01

- $0.12

- $0.04

+ $0.06

- $0.17

+ $0.35

+ $1.43

+ $0.22

+ $0.13

+ $1.08

7
Rate CAT

+ $1.26

- $0.08

- $0.03

- $0.15

+ $0.08

+ $0.00

- $0.11

- $0.04

+ $0.05

- $0.16

+ $0.31

+ $1.37

+ $0.24

+ $0.14

+ $0.99

8
Rates CAT

on population.

Notes: Results from Scenarios 1-8 are reported as changes relative to Scenario 0. “+” indicates an increase and “-” indicates
a decrease. Carbon damages assume a social cost of carbon equal to $35.10. Carbon damages are allocated across states based

$2.15

WY

NV
$2.28

$1.79
$2.51

NM

UT

$1.70

MT

$6.94

AZ
$3.40

$28.80

Coastal Total

$1.65

$8.27

WA

ID

$4.40

OR

CO

$16.12

CA

Social Welfare ($ bn.)

0
No Reg

Table D10—: Social welfare gains across regions relative to business as usual under eight policy scenarios.

31
$1.32
$8.92
$21.02

UT

WY

Inland Total

Total

- $1.74

- $2.72

- $0.83

- $0.58

- $0.02

- $0.31

- $0.30

+ $0.03

- $0.84

+ $0.12

+ $0.97

+ $0.13

+ $0.02

+ $0.82

1
CAT

- $2.40

- $3.33

- $0.90

- $0.74

- $0.06

- $0.35

- $0.36

+ $0.03

- $0.77

- $0.18

+ $0.92

+ $0.02

- $0.03

+ $0.93

2
CATs

- $5.60

- $3.70

- $0.89

- $0.60

- $0.09

- $0.33

- $0.42

- $0.08

- $0.94

- $0.34

- $1.91

- $0.86

- $0.44

- $0.61

3
Rate

- $5.77

- $3.48

- $0.74

- $0.49

- $0.16

- $0.27

- $0.39

- $0.09

- $0.77

- $0.57

- $2.29

- $1.01

- $0.53

- $0.74

4
Rates

- $5.74

- $3.56

- $0.87

- $0.56

- $0.08

- $0.31

- $0.41

- $0.09

- $0.94

- $0.31

- $2.18

- $0.85

- $0.47

- $0.86

5
CAT Rate

- $5.90

- $3.61

- $0.73

- $0.48

- $0.18

- $0.29

- $0.38

- $0.09

- $0.79

- $0.66

- $2.29

- $0.90

- $0.50

- $0.89

6
CAT Rates

indicates a decrease. Profits in $ billion.

Notes: Results from Scenarios 1-8 are reported as changes relative to Scenario 0. “+” indicates an increase and “-”

$0.58
$1.02

NV

$0.63

NM

CO
$0.41

$1.32

AZ

$0.88

$2.77

Coastal Total

MT

$12.10

WA

ID

$1.99
$4.02

OR

$6.09

CA

0
No Reg

- $3.40

- $3.80

- $0.89

- $0.70

- $0.16

- $0.40

- $0.38

- $0.01

- $0.82

- $0.44

+ $0.40

- $0.06

- $0.02

+ $0.48

7
Rate CAT

- $3.38

- $3.82

- $0.88

- $0.69

- $0.16

- $0.41

- $0.37

- $0.01

- $0.82

- $0.48

+ $0.45

+ $0.02

+ $0.01

+ $0.42

8
Rates CAT

Table D11—: Generator profits across regions for all generation (covered and uncovered) under business as
usual and eight policy scenarios.

Table D12—: Social welfare incentives in the coastal and inland west.
Inland
CAT

Rate

+ $1.49

,

+ $0.50

+ $2.41

,

- $0.82

Rate

Coastal

CAT

+ $1.43

,

+ $0.01

+ $3.01

,

- $0.98

Notes: Profit is measured relative to business as usual (Scenario 0) in $ billion. “+” indicates an increase and “-” indicates a
decrease.

Table D13—: Profit incentives for covered generation in the coastal and inland west.
Inland
CAT

Rate

- $0.49

,

- $3.35

- $0.68

,

- $3.12

Rate

Coastal

CAT

+ $0.08

,

- $4.08

- $0.47

,

- $3.32

Notes: Profit is measured relative to business as usual (Scenario 0) in $ billion. “+” indicates an increase and “-” indicates a
decrease.

Table D14—: Profit incentives for uncovered generation in the coastal and inland west.
Inland
CAT

Rate

+ $1.46

,

+ $0.63

- $1.51

,

- $0.44

Rate

Coastal

CAT

+ $0.32

,

+ $0.28

- $1.43

,

- $0.38

Notes: Profit is measured relative to business as usual (Scenario 0) in $ billion. “+” indicates an increase and “-” indicates a
decrease.
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Appendix Figures

Figure E1. : EPA Clean Power Plan target reductions for 2022-2029.

Note: Percentage reduction in lbs per MWh.
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Figure E2. : Merit order in the 4 technology model without regulation.
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Figure E3. : Western regional electricity network and transmission constraints.
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100

Figure E4. : Merit order under different regulations: west-wide rate standard and state-by-state
rate standards.
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Note: Generating units sorted on x-axis by full-marginal costs under west-wide rate standard
(Scenario 3).
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